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Preface

This section describes the purpose and organization of this guide: Oracle Enterprise
Manager Oracle Trace Developer’s Guide. Specifically, it covers the following topics:

■ Purpose of This Guide

■ Audience

■ How This Guide Is Organized

■ Conventions Used in This Guide

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager Pack Information

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager Documentation

Purpose of This Guide
This guide describes Oracle Trace service routines and how to add them to an
application for the purpose of collecting event data.

Audience
This guide is written for application developers who want to add Oracle Trace
service routines to their own applications, for the purpose of collecting performance
data.  Developers should be familiar with programming terminology, in particular
for the C++ programming language.

How This Guide Is Organized
This guide is organized as follows:
xi



Chapter 1, "Overview"

Provides a general description of Oracle Trace.

Chapter 2, "Oracle Trace Architecture"

Introduces the Oracle Trace components and the command-line interface. It also
walks you through the workings of Oracle Trace.

Chapter 3, "Oracle Trace Methodology"

Discusses the issues you should consider when instrumenting an application. It also
briefly describes the instrumentation process.

Chapter 4, "Advanced Topics"

Provides more detail for the concepts introduced in chapters 2 and 3.

Chapter 5, "Creating Product Definitions"

Explains what product definitions are, why they are necessary, and how to create
them.

Chapter 6, "Producing Reports and Formatting Data"

Describes how to produce reports from Oracle Trace data collections.

Chapter 7, "Oracle Trace Routines"

Provides information about the correct way to call Oracle Trace routines. It also
provides a complete description of each routine.

Appendix A, "Components of Oracle Trace"

Provides more in-depth information about the Oracle Trace components and how
they relate to each other.

Appendix B, "Using Oracle Trace for Oracle Server Data Collections"

Describes the events that have been added to the Oracle Server for Oracle Trace
data collection.

Appendix C, "Oracle Trace Format Database"

Describes the format of the database that Oracle Trace creates.

Appendix D, "Sample Instrumented Application"

Provides a sample application that shows various calls to Oracle Trace routines.
xii



Conventions Used in This Guide
The following table  lists the conventions used in the guide.

In general, this guide shows directory names as they are used in UNIX; on NT
systems delineate directory names with a backslash "\".

This guide also assumes that you are familiar with the operation of UNIX and
Microsoft Windows NT. Refer to the appropriate documentation for your system, if
necessary.

Oracle Enterprise Manager Pack Information
The Oracle Enterprise Manager product family includes three packs: Oracle Change
Management Pack, Oracle Diagnostics Pack, and Oracle Tuning Pack. Each pack is
fully integrated into the Oracle Enterprise Manager Console framework.

Oracle Change Management Pack

■ Includes DB Alter, DB Capture, DB Diff, DB Propagate, DB Quick Change, DB
Search, and Plan Manager.

■ Tracks metadata changes in databases.

■ Eliminates errors and loss of data when upgrading databases to support new
applications.

■ Analyzes the impact and complex dependencies associated with application
change and automatically performs database upgrades.

Convention Explanation

# The default superuser prompt.

% The default user prompt.

[Ctrl/C] Press the Ctrl key while you simultaneously press another key
(in this case, C).

$ORACLE_HOME Represents the directory where you installed Oracle Enterprise
Manager components and Oracle Diagnostics Pack products. The
directory name may be different on your system.

otracexx The xx represents the version of the database for which you are
collecting data, for example, otrace73 for the Oracle Server
release 7.3.
xiii



■ Allows you to find the database objects that match a set of search criteria that
you specify.

■ Initiates change safely with easy-to-use wizards that teach the systematic steps
necessary to upgrade.

Oracle Diagnostics Pack

■ Includes Oracle Performance Manager, Oracle Capacity Planner, Oracle Trace,
Oracle TopSessions, and Oracle Event Tests that are provided with the Oracle
Diagnostics Pack.

■ Monitors, diagnoses, and maintains the health of databases, operating systems,
and applications.  Both historical and real-time analysis are used to
automatically avoid problems before they occur.

■ Provides powerful capacity planning features that enable users to easily plan
and track future system resource requirements.

Oracle Tuning Pack

■ Includes Oracle Auto-Analyze, Oracle SQL Analyze, Oracle Expert, Oracle
Index Tuning Wizard, and the Oracle Tablespace Manager.

■ Optimizes system performance by identifying and tuning major database and
application bottlenecks such as inefficient SQL, poor data structures, and
improper use of system resources.

■ Proactively discovers tuning opportunities and automatically generates the
analysis and required changes to tune the system.  Inherent in the product are
powerful teaching tools which train DBAs how to tune as they work.

■ Instills "Consultant Quality" tuning expertise into developers and DBAs and
increases their productivity.

Oracle Enterprise Manager Documentation
The Oracle Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace Developer’s Guide is one of several Oracle
Enterprise Manager documents.

Oracle Enterprise Manager base documentation

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Readme provides important notes regarding the
online documentation, updates to the software, and other late-breaking
information.
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■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Installation CD-ROM insert provides information
about installing Oracle Enterprise Manager.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide explains how to use Oracle
Enterprise Manager, Oracle’s systems management console, common services,
and integrated platform tool.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Concepts Guide provides an overview of the
Oracle Enterprise Manager.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Configuration Guide explains how to configure
Oracle Enterprise Manager.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Messages Manual describes the Oracle Enterprise
Manager error messages and methods for diagnosing the messages.

Oracle Change Management Pack documentation

■ The Oracle Change Management Pack Readme provides important notes regarding
the Change Management Pack online documentation, updates to the software,
and other late-breaking information.

■ The Oracle Change Management Pack Installation CD-ROM insert provides
information about installing the Oracle Change Management Pack.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Getting Started with Oracle Change Management
Pack manual provides an overview of the concepts and features of the Oracle
Change Management Pack applications.

Oracle Diagnostics Pack documentation

■ The Oracle Diagnostics Pack Readme provides important notes regarding the
Diagnostics Pack online documentation, updates to the software, and other
late-breaking information.

■ The Oracle Diagnostics Pack Installation CD-ROM insert provides information
about installing the Oracle Diagnostics Pack.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Performance Monitoring and Planning Guide
provides an overview of the concepts and features of the Oracle Performance
Manager, Oracle Capacity Planner, and Oracle TopSessions applications.  It also
describes the Oracle Event Tests that are provided with the Oracle Diagnostics
Pack, which allow you to manage database, listener, and service types.

■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace User’s Guide explains how to use the
Oracle Trace application to capture and use historical data to monitor Oracle
databases.
xv



■ The Oracle Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace Developer’s Guide explains how to
instrument your application with Oracle Trace routines.

Oracle Tuning Pack documentation

■ The Oracle Tuning Pack Readme provides important notes regarding the Tuning
Pack online documentation, updates to the software, and other late-breaking
information.

■ The Oracle Tuning Pack Installation CD-ROM insert provides information about
installing the Oracle Tuning Pack.

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Tuning with the Oracle Tuning Pack provides
an overview of the concepts and features of each of the applications in the
Oracle Tuning Pack. The applications include Oracle Auto-Analyze, Oracle SQL
Analyze, Oracle Expert, Oracle Index Tuning Wizard, and the Oracle Tablespace
Manager. A description of how these applications can work together to tune an
Oracle database is also provided.
xvi
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Overview

Oracle Trace is a general-purpose data collection system. Oracle Trace consists of a
set of runtime collection services and a programming interface that can be used by
any developer of Oracle applications.

You can use the Oracle Trace application programming interface (API) in any
software product to collect data for a variety of uses, such as performance
monitoring, diagnostic, and auditing. By calling Oracle Trace routines, you log
descriptive pieces of information from the application as it runs.

Oracle Trace is event-driven rather than clock-driven. You decide what events are
significant and log information when those events occur. This provides explicit
context for all data; you know what the application is doing by the event recorded.
Every product containing the API calls can have multiple predefined sets of events
and data items to be recorded.

Oracle Trace can gather event-driven data from multiple applications at the same
time. This is particularly useful with multi-tiered applications, such as client/server
applications. Even simple applications often make calls to other software. If both
tiers are instrumented with Oracle Trace routines, you can correlate events in the
higher layer with events performed on its behalf in the lower layer. For example,
Oracle Server releases 7.3 and higher have been instrumented with Oracle Trace
calls, so you can examine application performance in the context of both the
network and database layers. (Instrumentation is the process of embedding Oracle
Trace API calls in a product. Instrumented products are those products that contain
Oracle Trace API calls.)
rview 1-1



Users of Oracle Trace Data
Users of Oracle Trace Data
As a developer of Oracle Trace applications, you will be using the Oracle Trace API
within your application. This document provides you with the detail you need to
include these calls in your application.

Most Oracle Trace end users will be performing collections for products that already
include the Oracle Trace API. Therefore, most users only need to be familiar with
the data that can be collected for the product and how to use the Oracle Trace
Manager application (available through the Oracle Diagnostics Pack) to create,
schedule, and administer Oracle Trace data collections. This data can then be stored
in Oracle database tables for access by SQL, reporting tools, and other products.

For more information regarding Oracle Trace Manager, refer to the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Oracle Trace User’s Guide.

Oracle Products Instrumented with Oracle Trace API
Oracle Corporation is currently using the Oracle Trace data collection API in Oracle
Server release 7.3 and higher (for performance data collection).

The Oracle Server performance data collected by Oracle Trace includes SQL
statements, detailed statistics on SQL events, transaction events, and other useful
information.

Adding Instrumented Products to Your Oracle Trace Environment
When you instrument your products with the Oracle Trace API, you can add them
to the Oracle Trace environment.   The Oracle Trace environment runs in
$ORACLE_HOME, the Oracle home directory.  (The definitions of these
instrumented products must be installed in $ORACLE_HOME.)

Instrumented products that are installed on nodes managed by the Oracle
Management Server can be automatically discovered and used by the Oracle Trace
Manager.   This includes third-party products as well as your own applications.

Oracle maintains and publishes a list of products that contain the Oracle Trace API.
To be included on this list, please provide us with the following information:

■ Company

■ Location

■ Contact
1-2 Oracle Trace Developer’s Guide



Adding Instrumented Products to Your Oracle Trace Environment
■ Application

■ Purpose of the Oracle Trace implementation (for example, performance
monitoring and auditing)

■ Brief description of the instrumentation (events and data items)

Send the information to:

Oracle Trace Engineering Group
Oracle Corporation
One Oracle Drive
Nashua, NH 03062-2698
U.S.A.
FAX: 603-897-3317 Attn: Oracle Trace Engineering Group
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Oracle Trace Architecture

The primary goal of the Oracle Trace architecture is to collect event-driven data
with minimum overhead.  This chapter describes:

■ Oracle Trace Concepts

■ Oracle Trace Runtime Behavior

■ Using the Oracle Trace Command-Line Interface

Oracle Trace Concepts
The following terms are the building blocks of Oracle Trace concepts:

■ Product definition

■ Event

■ Item

■ Event set

■ Collection

■ Process

The following sections describe these terms.

Product Definition
A product definition is a set of events and their associated data items. A product
definition describes the information that Oracle Trace can collect from a software
product. Defining the proper set of information to collect is the most important part
of using Oracle Trace in your product.
cture 2-1



Oracle Trace Concepts
To create a product definition, run the Oracle Trace Manager application in
Administrative mode. This enables the Create Product menu option. When you
have completed the product definition, the Oracle Trace Manager writes the
product definition to the product definition file, which has a file extension of .fdf for
historical reasons. See Chapter 5, "Creating Product Definitions", for more
information on creating product definitions.

Event
An event is the occurrence of some significant activity within a product. You define
events in the product definition and then instrument your product with Oracle
Trace API calls to collect information about those events.

There are two types of events:

■ Point events

Represent an instantaneous occurrence of an event. An example of a point event
is an error condition.

■ Duration events

Have a beginning and an end.   An example of a duration event is a database
transaction.

Duration events allow you to track their time span and the resources consumed
between the beginning and the end of the duration event. For example, you can
have several file I/Os and an error condition during a database transaction.

Item
Items are specific pieces of information about an event. When you create a product
definition, you associate items with events. Oracle Trace groups items into the
following categories:

■ Product-specific items

Data items specific to the product. You define these items in the product
definition. The product supplies values for these items by passing a parameter
on the Oracle Trace API calls. See "Recording Events" on page 3-4 for more
information.

■ Resource items
2-2 Oracle Trace Developer’s Guide



Oracle Trace Concepts
Operating-system performance data related to CPU, I/O, and memory usage,
predefined by Oracle Trace. Oracle Trace supplies values for these items. See
Chapter 4, "Advanced Topics", for more information.

■ Cross-product items

Application context information, predefined by Oracle Trace. You supply values
for these items using special Oracle Trace API calls. See Chapter 4, "Advanced
Topics", for more information.

Oracle Trace automatically collects a timestamp and process ID for each event, so
you do not need to define items for this information.

Event Set
When you create a product definition, you can also define subsets of the definition
called event sets. An event set is a logical subgroup of events that can encapsulate a
particular tracing category.  Each event set is written to its own product definition
file (.fdf). See Chapter 4, "Advanced Topics", for more information about event sets.

Collection
A collection encompasses the description of data to gather, the activity of gathering
data, and the resulting set of data. The steps for a collection are:

1. Define a collection by listing a product definition file (.fdf) for each software
product you are interested in.

2. Run the collection and gather data from those products you listed. The
collection creates two output files:

■ Collection definition file (.cdf)

Includes the collection definition and a list of participating processes.

■ Data collection file (.dat)

Includes the event records generated by the participating processes.

You can have multiple collections running at the same time on the same system.
Oracle Trace maintains a list of collections for each system.

Process
Oracle Trace is interested in processes that are running products instrumented with
Oracle Trace API calls. These processes can contribute data to collections, but they
Oracle Trace Architecture 2-3



Oracle Trace Runtime Behavior
generate data only when a collection is running. Oracle Trace maintains a list for
each system of processes that can participate in collections.

Oracle Trace Runtime Behavior
When you start a collection, Oracle Trace and the participating processes work in
concert to gather the desired data. This work consists of the following stages:

■ Initialization

■ Starting a collection

■ Collecting data

■ Ending a collection

■ Formatting collected data

Figure 2–1 shows the behavior.

Figure 2–1 Oracle Trace Behavior

Initialization
The first Oracle Trace routine called by an instrumented product is epc_init. When
the process runs the product, epc_init records that the process is available to
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Oracle Trace Runtime Behavior
participate in collections for that product. If a process invokes more than one
product, each epc_init call makes the process available for the collections involving
the corresponding product.

The epc_init routine also provides an array of event flags, one flag per event in the
product definition and one extra flag reserved to Oracle Trace. The event flags
indicate that a collection has started or stopped, as well as which events should be
collected. The product should make the API call to log an event only if the
corresponding event flag for the event is set.

Once epc_init prepares the process to participate in collections, it checks to see if
any collections for this product are currently running. If so, it sets the event flags
array and the process begins collecting data.

Starting a Collection
Oracle Trace creates the collection definition file and appends the product definition
file(s) to the collection definition file. This provides a stable definition of the events
and items. At this time, Oracle Trace determines the settings for the event flags for
each product. If you have passed in an event set, instead of a full product definition,
only the subset of events in the event set will be collected.

Finally, Oracle Trace scans the list of available processes, locates the ones that
should participate in the collection, and sets their event flags. Oracle Trace uses the
first element of the event flags array as an internal communication mechanism.
Once notified, each process writes a record in the collection definition file to register
its participation in the collection.

Collecting Data
The product should first check the corresponding event flag before logging an
event. If you try to log an event that is not being collected, the Oracle Trace API
returns an error.

To improve collection performance, Oracle Trace buffers event data. The event
records are flushed to disk when the buffer is full.

Ending a Collection
When a collection ends, Oracle Trace updates the list of collections on the system.
Oracle Trace then uses the event flags array to notify participating processes that the
collection has stopped. If a process is participating in any other collections, Oracle
Trace resets the event flags appropriately for the remaining collections.
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Oracle Trace Runtime Behavior
Formatting Collected Data
The Oracle Trace API does not include a call for formatting data. You can use the
command-line interface, the Oracle Trace Manager, or the Oracle Trace formatter
utility to format data to an Oracle database.

The formatter first reads the collection definition file to get information about the
collection. This information is then stored in the following formatter database
tables:

■ epc_collection

Describes the collection.

■ epc_process

Lists the processes that participated in the collection.

■ epc_facility

Lists the products that contributed event data (previous versions of Oracle
Trace used the word ’facility’ for ’product’).

■ epc_event

Lists events collected for products.

■ epc_item

Lists items collected for products.

■ epc_event_item

Indicates which items are associated with which events.

■ epc_facility_registration

Lists any registration IDs associated with processes in the collection.

See Appendix C, "Oracle Trace Format Database", for complete descriptions of these
tables.

Using information in the epc_event, epc_item, and epc_event_item tables, the
formatter generates a table definition for each event. If the table already exists from
a previous formatting operation, it is not created again; the formatter simply uses
the existing table.

Finally, the formatter reads the data collection file for event records, storing event
data in the corresponding database table.
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Using the Oracle Trace Command-Line Interface
Using the Oracle Trace Command-Line Interface
You can use the Oracle Trace command-line interface (CLI) to manage collections.
The CLI is invoked by the otrccol command for the following functions:

■ otrccol start <job_id> <input_parameter_file>

■ otrccol check <col_name>  (gives status of collection: active, not active, not
found)

■ otrccol stop <job_id> <input_parameter_file>

■ otrccol format <input_parameter_file>

■ otrccol dcf <col_name> <cdf_file> (to delete collection files)

■ otrccol dfd <col_name> <username> <password > <service> <col_id> (to
delete formatted data from the database)

The job_id can be any numeric value and must be unique. The input parameter file
contains specific parameter values required for each function. The col_name
(collection name) and cdf_file (collection definition file) are initially defined in the
start function input parameter file.

Starting a Collection
The otrccol start command invokes a collection based upon parameter values
contained in the input parameter file. For example:

otrccol  start  1234  my_start_input_file

where my_start_input_file contains the following input parameters:

col_name=  my_collection
dat_file=  <usually same as collection name> .dat
cdf_file= <usually same as collection name> .cdf
fdf_file= <event set> .fdf
regid= <flag> <vendor> <cfnum> <cfval> <fac#> <regid_str>

Note: For Oracle Server 7.3, the CLI collects event data for all
server sessions attached to the database at collection start time.
Sessions that attach after the collection is started are excluded from
the collection.
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The server event sets that can be used as values for the fdf_file include oracle (ALL
event set), oraclec (buffer cache I/O event set), oracled (default event set), oraclee
(Oracle Expert event set), and oraclesm (Summary Advisor event set). See the
Oracle Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace User’s Guide for more information on the
server event sets.

The values that must be used for the regid input parameter are:

■ flag

■ vendor ID (vendor)

■ cross-product number (cfnum)

■ cross-product value (cfval)

■ product number (fac#)

■ regid_str, type the service name (for Oracle Server release 7.3.3) or the SID (for
Oracle Server release 8.0 and higher) for the database.

An example of collecting information from the server would be:

regid= 1 192216243 0 0 5 mydb.world

Stopping a Collection
The otrccol stop command halts a running collection, as follows:

otrccol stop 1234 my_stop_input_file

where my_stop_input_file contains the collection name and cdf_file name, or the
same file as was used to start the collection.

Formatting Collection Files
The otrccol format command formats the binary collection file to tables in the
Oracle database.   An example of the format command is as follows:

otrccol format my_format_input_file

where my_format_input_file contains the following input parameters:

Note: White space after the equal sign (=) is required for Oracle
Trace release 7.3.x command-line interface.
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username=  <database username>
password= <database password>
service=  <database service name>
cdf_file=  <usually same as collection name> .cdf
full_format=  <0/1>

A full_format value of 1 produces a full format. A value of 0 produces a partial
format. (You may find it easier to use the Oracle Trace formatter image, otrcfmt,
rather than the CLI format.) See the Oracle Enterprise Manager Oracle Trace User’s
Guide for information on formatting part or all of an Oracle Trace collection, and
other important information on creating the Oracle Trace formatting tables prior to
issuing the format command.

Deleting Collection Files
Use the otrccol dcf command to delete collection files (collection definition file and
data collection file) for a specific collection. For example:

otrccol dcf <col_name> <cdf_file>

where the input parameters are:

col_name= <collection name>
cdf_file=  <collection definition file>

Deleting Formatted Data
Use the otrccol dfd command to delete formatted data from the Oracle Trace
formatter tables for a specific collection. An example of this command is as follows:

otrccol dfd <col_name> <username> <password> <service> [col_id]

where the input parameters are:

col_name= <collection name>
username=  <database username>
password= <database password>
service=  <database service name>
col_id= <optional collection identifier of the formatted data>

Note: You can have more than one collection identifier for a
collection name. If you do not specify col_id, all the formatted data
for that collection is deleted.
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Oracle Trace Methodology

Once you have decided that you want to instrument your product, that is, embed
Oracle Trace API calls in your product, follow the steps outlined here and described
in the following sections:

1. Designing Your Data Model

2. Creating the Product Definition

3. Adding Oracle Trace API Calls

4. Compiling Your Instrumented Application

5. Collecting the Data

6. Formatting the Data

7. Analyzing the Data

Designing Your Data Model
The most important step in using Oracle Trace in your products is designing the
data you want to retrieve from your application. You want to make sure the
information is useful.

Consider why you are using Oracle Trace. What do you want to know about your
application? If you want to examine performance, you will need certain
information. If you want to know how many people use a particular function, you
will need a different set of data.

Events
What operations are significant? You will want to define events to represent these
operations. For example, the way a database processes a SQL statement has a major
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impact on performance, so the Oracle Server product definition includes parse,
execute, and fetch events.

For system applications, events tend to be the services those applications provide. If
you have a message queueing application, placing a message on a queue would be
a significant operation. For business applications, events tend to be business
transactions. For the Oracle Trace ATM demo application, different types of banking
transactions, such as deposit and withdrawal, are events.

Items
For each event, consider what you need to know to determine or interpret its
behavior. This includes not only performance characteristics, but also identifying
characteristics. These become the data items for each event.

Oracle Trace automatically associates a timestamp, process ID, and collection ID
with every event. In addition, Oracle Trace provides some predefined data items.
See Chapter 4, "Advanced Topics", for descriptions of these data items.

Design Considerations
You might have several reasons to collect data from your application. Database
administrators will want one set of data; capacity planners another. As you create
events and items, consider how different people will use the information. If
different groups want different information about the same event -- for example,
one group wants to debug while another wants to examine performance -- list the
items they need. If the lists have little overlap, you should probably create separate
events for each group.

Once you have defined events and items, you need to examine your data model for
usability. In particular, pay attention to identifying specific events and connecting
them to related events. Suppose you have an event that represents a user session.
Within a session, several other events take place. If you want to be able to examine
all the events for a particular session, you will need to record information about the
session in each subordinate event. If you have a data item that uniquely identifies a
session, you can include this data item in other events. Using the session ID as a
connection, you can then locate all the events generated within a session. In the
formatted database you will be able to perform joins across event tables to make
meaningful queries.
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Creating the Product Definition
To create the product definition file (.fdf), use the Oracle Trace Manager application.
See Chapter 5, "Creating Product Definitions", for information on using the Oracle
Trace Manager.

Writing User Documentation
When you have finished creating the product definition file, make sure you
document its contents. Users need to know what information is being collected so
they can make use of it. For each item, provide a description and data type. For each
event, provide a description, associated items, and relationship to other events.

Adding Oracle Trace API Calls
Once you have defined the items and events, you can add the Oracle Trace API calls
to your application to collect the data.   For historical reasons, all Oracle Trace
routines have the prefix epc, which stands for Event Performance Collector.

A number of parameters appear in almost every Oracle Trace call:

■ api_version

The version of the Oracle Trace API being used. Because parameters might
change between versions, this lets Oracle Trace support multiple versions of the
API.

■ vendor

The unique identifier for the vendor or application developer, based on the
company's Internet address. See Chapter 5, "Creating Product Definitions", for
an explanation of how to derive the vendor ID.

■ product

The product number, assigned by the developer.

■ version

The product version, assigned by the developer.

The combination of vendor, product, and version should uniquely identify a
product definition. The product definition file stores values for each parameter. The
values you pass must exactly match what is stored in the product definition file, or
the call will return an error.
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Most of the examples in this section are from the ATM demo application that ships
with Oracle Trace. Several parameters are used for more advanced features or to
support the Oracle Server. They are not described in this section. See Chapter 7,
"Oracle Trace Routines", for a complete description of Oracle Trace calls and their
parameters.

Preparing to Collect Data
The first Oracle Trace call in an application must be epc_init, which initializes
structures and indicates that the process is available to supply data:

epc_init(api_version, vendor, product, version, registration_id, NULL,
        &eventflags, max_event, EPC_K_ALLOC, 0, 0, NULL, NULL, epcfctx_ptr);

The optional registration ID is a way to associate a string value with this particular
process. For Oracle8 databases, the Oracle SID is passed in the registration_id
parameter. Oracle Trace can restrict participation in collections based on this
registration ID.

Oracle Trace uses an array of flags to indicate whether each event is being collected.
A collection might request a subset of events, called an event set. In that case, you
want to make calls only for the events being collected. The eventflags array is a
0-based array of size max_event + 1. Flags 1 through max_event are each allocated
to an event.

The application can check the array element at runtime to determine if an event
should be logged. Checking the individual array elements avoids unnecessary calls
to the Oracle Trace product when the event is not currently specified by an active
collection.

Oracle Trace uses eventflags[0] internally to notify the process of state changes. The
EPC_K_ALLOC parameter indicates that Oracle Trace should allocate space for the
event flags in its own shared memory region and return the address in the
eventflags parameter.

The epc_init routine does not cause the collection of data. It indicates that the
process could participate in a collection if one were scheduled. No event data can be
collected from an application until epc_init has been called. Therefore, you should
always call epc_init at the beginning of your application.

Recording Events
To record an event, you need to make a call to the appropriate Oracle Trace routine.
Point and duration events use slightly different API calls.
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Before making the API call, check the event's flag in the event flag array. If you try
to log an event that is not being collected, the call returns an error. If the event has
any product-specific items, you need to construct an event record to pass values for
those items. The order of items in the event record must match the order of items in
the event definition as specified in the product definition file.

For a point event, call epc_event:

if (eventflags[OVERDRAFT]) {
    memcpy(orecord, &txn_amt, orecord_size);
    status = epc_event(api_version, vendor, product, OVERDRAFT, 0,
                       orecord, orecord_size, 0, 0, 0, epcfctx_ptr);
}

OVERDRAFT is a constant, the event number of the overdraft event. This is a
programming convention that makes it easier to see which event is being collected.

For duration events, the calls are epc_start_event and epc_end_event:

if (eventflags[DEPOSIT]) {
    memset(record, 0, record_size);
    status = epc_start_event(api_version, vendor, product, DEPOSIT,

&handle, 0, record, record_size, 0, 0, 0, epcfctx_ptr);
}
.
.
.
if (eventflags[DEPOSIT]) {
    memcpy(record, &txn_amt, record_size);
    status = epc_end_event(api_version, vendor, product, DEPOSIT,

&handle, 0, record, record_size, 0, 0, 0, epcfctx_ptr);
}

Duration events have an extra parameter, the event handle, which Oracle Trace uses
to match the start and end of the event. You must pass the same value to epc_end_
event that you received from the epc_start_event call. Event handles let you nest
duration events; the outer event would have one variable for its event handle and
the inner event would have a different variable.

To improve performance, the event routines write data to a buffer rather than to the
data collection file. Oracle Trace flushes the buffer automatically when it becomes

Note: The following examples are in C.
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full, when the collection ends, or when the process terminates. To force a flush of
the collection buffers, you can call the epc_flush routine:

status = epc_flush(api_version);

This call flushes data to all collections active for the process.

Managing Collections
Oracle Trace provides several ways to start and stop collections, including the
otrccol command-line interface and the Oracle Trace Manager application. You can
also let your application start and stop collections.

To start a collection, call epc_collect:

status = epc_collect(api_version, vendor, product, version, 0,
                    collection_name, fdf_file, 0, 0, epcfctx_ptr);

Oracle Trace uses the collection name to generate file names for the collection
definition (.cdf) and data collection (.dat) files. The.fdf file contains the product
definition to use for this collection. If you call epc_collect, you can collect data from
only one product per collection. However, you can have multiple collections for
each product.

The collection scheduled by epc_collect is not recorded in the collect.dat file.
Therefore, it is not visible to anyone except the application that scheduled it and can
be controlled only by the application.

To stop the collection, call epc_cancel:

status = epc_cancel(api_version, vendor, product, version,
                   collection_name, 0, epcfctx_ptr);

You can call epc_collect any time after you call epc_init. Consider what scenarios
would lead you to start a collection from the application. Also consider what
methods you have available to influence your application’s behavior. For example,
Oracle Server uses a flag in its INIT.ORA file to turn on a collection. If your
application has a menu interface, you might consider adding a menu item that
would start a collection. This could be particularly useful for capturing debug
information if users report a problem.

Compiling Your Instrumented Application
Before compiling your application, make sure it contains the following include
statement:
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#include “$ORACLE_HOME/otrace/public/epc.h” (for UNIX systems)
#include “$ORACLE_HOME\otracexx\include\epc.h” (for Windows NT systems)

Your  instrumented application should be compiled using the appropriate
commands for your operating system’s C compiler. Also, the application must be
linked against libtrace8.a and libtracept8.a in the $ORACLE_HOME/lib directory
on UNIX; for NT use oratrace8.lib.

Collecting the Data
A collection definition includes a list of products and a start time. When you create
a collection, you need to pay attention to the volume of data generated, or you
could run out of disk space. The volume of data depends on the product definitions,
the number of events you collect, and the number of processes contributing data.

You should experiment by scheduling collections for only a few minutes to see how
quickly data accumulates. Once you know what kind of volume to expect, you can
plan what kind of collections to schedule and how often to run them.

You can also limit the size of the collection definition file through the epc_collect
routine, the Oracle Trace command-line interface, and the Oracle Trace Manager.

Formatting the Data
The data collection (.dat) file is in a binary format, so you need to process the data
before you can use it. Oracle Trace lets you load the data into an Oracle database.
You can format the data from several collections into the same schema or into
different schemas. If you have a long-running collection, you can format the data
periodically while the collection is still active. Oracle Trace marks how much of the
file has been formatted, to avoid duplication of data in the database.

Determine the schema you will use for the data and verify that you have sufficient
space. If you add the number of bytes in the .cdf file to the number of bytes in the
.dat file and double the result to allow for overhead, you will have a rough estimate
of the space needed.

If you have not formatted data into this schema before, you will need to create the
Oracle Trace formatter tables. (See Appendix C, "Oracle Trace Format Database", for
descriptions of these tables.) Execute the vobsh command. See the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Configuration Guide for more information.
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When the formatting operation is complete, you will have one table for each event
collected. Oracle Trace generates table names from the information in the product
definition:

V_<vendor>_F_<product number>_E_<event number>_<version>

If you have any periods in the version string, they will be converted to underscores
in the table name.

You should provide a script that defines synonyms for the tables generated for your
product. This will make it easier to locate and use event data.

For point events, the names of the columns in the table are simply the names of the
data items associated with that event. For duration events, you have one column for
each data item associated with the start event and one column for each data item
associated with the end event. The column names have _START and _END
appended to the data item name.

The naming convention is also used for the timestamp information that Oracle
Trace collects automatically. Because the calculation of time differs from platform to
platform, the timestamp is broken into two columns. The TIMESTAMP column is
an Oracle date field, accurate to the second. The TIMESTAMP_NANO field contains
fractions of seconds. The granularity of TIMESTAMP_NANO depends on the
hardware platform. The MS_GRANULARITY column of the EPC_COLLECTION
table stores the granularity used for each collection.

All event records include a collection ID and process ID. This allows the use of the
same event tables by multiple collections; you can still isolate the records from a
specific collection.

Analyzing the Data
Once you format the data, you can use any tool that accesses Oracle databases to
analyze the information you have collected. Regardless of the tool, you need to
consider what you want to do with the data. What kind of summaries will help you
understand application performance? When will it be useful to examine detailed
data for each event? You should provide scripts to execute some of the more
common queries.

If you have more than a few hundred records in a table, you should define indexes
to improve query performance. If you have documented the relationships between
your events, you can identify the columns you use to access data most frequently;
these are excellent candidates for indexes.
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Advanced Topics

This chapter describes more complex Oracle Trace concepts. These include:

■ Resource Items

■ Cross-Product Items

■ Registration IDs

■ Event Sets

■ Multi-Thread Support

Resource Items
Oracle Trace predefines a set of data items called resource utilization items or
resource items. These items are for operating system data -- CPU utilization, I/O,
and memory resources. Oracle Trace provides values for these items automatically,
so they are transparent to the application. If you want to collect resource items for
an event, you must explicitly associate the items with the event when you create the
product definition. Table 4–1 describes these items.

Table 4–1 Standard Resource Utilization Items

Item Name ItemID Description Datatype Usage

UCPU 129 Amount of CPU time
in user mode

4-byte integer Counter1

SCPU 130 Amount of CPU time
in system mode

4-byte integer Counter1

INPUT_IO 131 Number of times file
system performed
input

4-byte integer Counter2
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Cross-Product Items
Oracle Trace also provides a set of 14 items called cross-product items. These items
can be used to relate events across applications. One application can set the value of
a cross-product item to indicate the current execution context and then make a call
to another application. The cross-product items can be passed across to the second
application and the values logged with its events. This lets you correlate events in
one application that were performed on behalf of another.

For example, the ATM demo application sets the first cross-product item to indicate
the business transaction being executed, such as a deposit or withdrawal. It then
uses SQL statements to manipulate data. These statements are executed by the
Oracle Server. Any Oracle Server events that occur on behalf of the ATM transaction
have the same value for the first cross-product item. This lets you analyze the
Oracle Server information according to the business transaction that generated it.

How Cross-Product Items Work
Oracle Trace allocates an array of 14 cross-product items in process-local memory. If
two instrumented applications run in the same process context -- like the ATM
demo and the client portion of Net8 -- then they both have access to that memory.
They automatically have the same values for the cross-product items.

If the instrumented applications run in different processes -- like the ATM demo
and Oracle Server -- then the cross-product items must be communicated to the
remote process. For Oracle Server, Net8 sends a special data packet containing

OUTPUT_IO 132 Number of times file
system performed
output

4-byte integer Counter2

PAGEFAULTS 133 Number of hard and
soft page faults

4-byte integer Counter2

PAGEFAULT_IO 134 Number of hard page
faults

4-byte integer Counter2

MAXRS_SIZE 135 Maximum resident set
size used

4-byte integer Counter2

1 As of Oracle Server release 8.1.4, this counter value is expressed in hundredths of a second
(0.01).

2 This counter is undefined for the NT platform.

Table 4–1 Standard Resource Utilization Items (Cont.)

Item Name ItemID Description Datatype Usage
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cross-product item values. Other applications might require a special call to transfer
cross-product item values or pass them as additional parameters on their usual
processing calls.

Table 4–2 lists the cross-product items available. (Previous versions of Oracle Trace
used ’facility’ instead of ’product,’ which is why these items are named
CROSS-FAC-N.) Some of the cross-product items are reserved by Oracle to be
associated with certain products.

Table 4–2 Cross-Product Items

Item Name Item ID Datatype Description

CROSS-FAC-1 136 4-byte integer Application ID used by high-level
applications such as Oracle
Financials

CROSS-FAC-2 137 4-byte integer Forms ID or additional application
ID

CROSS-FAC-3 138 4-byte integer Net8 connection ID

CROSS-FAC-4 139 4-byte integer Oracle Server transaction ID

CROSS-FAC-5 140 4-byte integer Hash ID of SQL statement

CROSS-FAC-6 141 4-byte integer Oracle Server user ID (release 8.0.5
and higher)

CROSS-FAC-7 142 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-8 143 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-9 144 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-10 145 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-11 146 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-12 147 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-13 148 4-byte integer Available for general use

CROSS-FAC-14 149 4-byte integer Available for general use

Note: If your application environment does not include Oracle
Forms, Oracle Server, or Net8, you can use those reserved items for
your own use.
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Using Cross-Product Items to Correlate Events
Values for cross-product items are not passed to event calls in event records.
Instead, Oracle Trace provides API calls to set and retrieve their values. To set a
specific item, call epc_cf_value:

status = epc_cf_value(api_version, 1, DEPOSIT, NULL, NULL);

This example sets the value of the first cross-product item to the value of the
constant DEPOSIT, which is the event number of the ATM deposit event. The fourth
parameter is an optional context parameter; see "Multi-Thread Support" on page 4-6
for more information on context parameters. The last parameter lets you receive the
address of the item. This lets you set the item value by referencing the address
directly rather than calling epc_cf_value again.

Cross-product values are always numeric. If you want to provide a text translation
of the values, you can associate a registration ID with the cross-product value. See
"Registration IDs" on page 4-4 for more information.

Passing Cross-Product Items to Remote Processes
If you need to communicate cross-product items to another application running in a
separate process, you can use API calls, which manipulate the entire array of items.
The client-side application retrieves the values of all items with the epc_get_cf_
items call:

status = epc_get_cf_items(api_version, item_array, NULL, NULL);

The client then passes these values to the server-side application, which sets the
values on its side with the epc_set_cf_items call:

status = epc_set_cf_items(api_version, item_array, NULL);

Registration IDs
Registration IDs are text strings. You can associate a registration ID with a process
or with the value of a cross-product item to provide a meaningful comment or
description. This makes it easier for users to identify processes or transactions that
they are interested in. For Oracle8 database collections, Oracle Trace allows
restriction of collected data by registration ID (Oracle SID) through the
command-line interface.

Oracle Trace provides two ways to assign a registration ID to a process:

■ Pass the registration ID as a parameter on the epc_init call.
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■ Call epc_add_reg_id without supplying a cross-product item.

A process can have multiple registration IDs.

If you use cross-product items, you might find it useful to provide a text translation
of the cross-product item value. For example, in the ATM demo application,
cross-product item 1 is set to the value 2 for a deposit transaction. (The deposit
event has an event number of 2.) The application associates the string "Deposit"
with cross-product item 1 for the duration of the deposit transaction. The last
parameter (the 1 after regid) states that the current value of cross-product 1 is
related to the regid.

strcpy(regid, "Deposit");
status = epc_cf_value(api_version, 1, DEPOSIT, NULL, NULL);
status = epc_add_reg_id(api_version, vendor, product, version,
                        regid, 1);
.
.
.
<deposit transaction>
.
.
.
status = epc_remove_reg_id(api_version, vendor, product, version,
                           regid, 1);

See "Using the Oracle Trace Command-Line Interface" on page 2-7 for information
on restricting data collection using registration IDs.

Event Sets
When you create a product definition, you have the option of defining subsets of
events called event sets. Event sets let you tailor collections for specific functions.
For example, you might have an event set for performance tuning and another
event set for capacity planning. Each event set is written to a separate product
definition (.fdf) file. You can collect a particular set of data by specifying the
appropriate .fdf file when you start a collection.

Oracle Trace automatically creates the ALL event set which, as the name suggests,
includes every event in the product definition. All other event sets must be subsets
of the ALL class.

When you define an event set, you choose which events to collect. You also choose
which data items to collect, with limitations. You can include or omit any of the
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event’s resource and cross-product items. However, the product-specific items for
an event are treated as an indivisible unit; you can have all or none associated with
an event in an event set. Parsing the structure of the event record each time you
recorded an event would add significant overhead and could affect the performance
of the application.

For example, a throughput event set may only be interested in a count of actual
events but not any other event data.  You could construct an event set with the
desired events and no items at all.  This reduces the file size and overhead for
throughput counts but still gives you the elapsed time information.

Multi-Thread Support
Applications that implement their own threading packages can use Oracle Trace to
gather information about each thread of execution. For each thread context switch,
the application calls an Oracle Trace API routine. At this point, Oracle Trace takes a
snapshot of resource utilization. For each event collected, the application passes a
thread context variable. The resources used by these events are calculated on a
per-thread basis, rather than a per-process basis. At the conclusion of the thread
execution, the application makes another Oracle Trace API call, which deletes the
thread context.

The typical implementation of multi-threading has each thread allocate a local
thread context block, to carry information pertaining to that thread. The application
has an additional field in this thread context block for the Oracle Trace thread
context variable:

struct {
.
.
.
int32 trace_thread_ctx;
.
.
.
} thread_context_block;

The first time a thread executes, call epc_context with trace_thread_ctx set to 0:

status = epc_context(api_version, &current.trace_thread_ctx);

Oracle Trace supplies a thread context; you can then pass this context on event
routines:
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status = epc_event(api_version, vendor, product, event_id,
                   current.trace_thread_ctx, &event_rec,
                   rec_size, 0, NULL, NULL, epcfctx_ptr);

When you switch to a new thread, call epc_context to establish a new thread context
in Oracle Trace. When you switch to the first thread again, you call epc_context with
the existing value, assigned by the first epc_context call. This tells Oracle Trace you
have resumed execution.

At the end of thread execution, call epc_delete_context:

status = epc_delete_context(api_version, &current.trace_thread_ctx);

This removes all the per-thread context information. Oracle Trace zeroes out the
thread context parameter. If you later pass that parameter on an epc_context call,
Oracle Trace will assume you are starting a new thread.
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Creating Product Definitions

This chapter explains how to create product definitions for an application. The
following topics are covered:

■ Running Oracle Trace in Administrative Mode

■ What Is a Product Definition?

■ Adding Items to a Product Definition

■ Adding Events

■ Adding Event Sets to a Product Definition

■ Editing Existing Product Definitions

Running Oracle Trace in Administrative Mode
The create and edit product definition functions are available only in the
Administrative mode of Oracle Trace. If the Oracle Trace Manager main window
does not have the Product=>Edit and Product=>Create menu options, you must
take the following steps to run Oracle Trace in Administrative mode:

1. From the Start menu, choose Run.

2. Assuming your ORACLE_HOME is C:\ORANT, in the Open field, type:

C:\ORANT\BIN\EPC.EXE /a

3. Click OK.

Launch Oracle Trace using this program item rather than through Oracle Enterprise
Manager. From the Start menu, choose Programs=>ORANT=>Diagnostics
Pack=>Trace Manager.
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The Administrative mode allows you to run Oracle Trace without running Oracle
Management Server.

What Is a Product Definition?
A product definition is a file that describes a single event set for a product.  You
cannot collect data for a product unless there is at least one product definition file
(.fdf) for the product.

If you are using a product that was instrumented before you began using it, at least
one product definition file should already exist. Product definition files can be
found in $ORACLE_HOME/otracexx/admin on the server machine.

If you have developed and instrumented your own product, you need to create a
product definition file for it, using the directions given in this chapter.

Create Product Property Page
To create a product definition file, select Product=>Create on the Oracle Trace
Manager main window. The Create Product property page is displayed, as shown
in Figure 5–1.

Figure 5–1 Create Product Property Page

Provide the following:
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■ Product name

■ Version identifier that matches the version specified in the instrumentation call
to the epc_init routine

■ Product number unique within the vendor’s product IDs.  This number
matches the product number specified in the instrumentation call to the epc_init
routine.

■ Vendor number that identifies the vendor who developed the product for which
you are collecting data (see "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6 for a
description of the vendor number). This number matches the vendor number
specified in the instrumentation call to the epc_init routine.

■ Comment that describes the product

Adding Items to a Product Definition
Once you provide the general information, you can add items to a product
definition by selecting the Items tab in the Create Product property page. Select the
Add button. The Add Item dialog box is displayed, as shown in Figure 5–2.  The
Oracle Trace Help for this dialog box provides the detailed information for each
field.
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Figure 5–2 Add Item Dialog Box

Provide the following information:

■ Item name

■ Item number (once a number has been assigned to an item, it cannot be
modified. Oracle reserves the numbers 129 through 150.)

■ Comment (optional -- only shown in the Administration mode of Oracle Trace
Manager; it will not appear in any reports)

■ Data information

– How the data is to be used

– Datatype for the item

– Maximum length for that datatype, if applicable

■ Report information

– Item as being either text or a numerical value

– Heading to display for this item in any generated reports

– Width of the column used when displaying item values in a report
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■ Characteristics

– Whether or not the contents of an item can be displayed in an Oracle Trace
report

– Whether or not Oracle Trace should search the string for a carriage return
and line-feed combination for line-wrapping purposes (CRLF) in the output
of the Oracle Trace reporting utility.

Editing Items
To edit an item’s description, select the item from the Product Items list box and
select the Edit/View button. The guidelines for each field are the same as for adding
a new item, except that existing information is displayed for you to edit.

Removing Items from a Product Definition
To remove an item from a product definition, select the item from the Product Items
list box in the Items page of the Create Product dialog box and select the Remove
button.

You cannot delete an item if it is part of an event or if it is defined by Oracle Trace.

MSB
MSB is an Oracle internal product. MSB (message binary) codes are used in
conjunction with an external precompiled MSB file to allow applications to fetch
message strings in user-specified or default language. An MSB code is an unsigned
4-byte datatype with no parameters. An MSB code with parameters is an ASCIW
datatype. The parameters are format strings used to convert variable datatypes that
follow.

To display the MSB dialog box, select the MSB Path button in the Items page of the
Create Product dialog box. This button is active only when the usage type is a MSB
usage type.

Supply the name of the MSB file and the three-letter facility that message
mechanisms use to identify the products.

Adding Events
To work with events, select the Events tab from the Create Product property page.
From here you can do the following:
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■ Add definitions for new events.

■ Edit existing event definitions.

■ Remove events from a product definition.

Adding Duration Events
To add duration events, select the Add Duration button on the Events tab. The Add
Duration Event dialog box is displayed, as shown in Figure 5–3.

Figure 5–3 Add Duration Event Dialog Box

Provide the following information:

■ Event number (once a number is assigned to an event, the number cannot be
modified after you have saved the product definition file)

■ Event name

■ Report header that specifies a heading to display for this event in any reports
you generate with Oracle Trace

■ Comment (optional -- appears only in the Administration component of Oracle
Trace Manager; it will not appear in a report)
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■ Start event items and/or end event items

Removing Start Event and End Event Items
To remove Start Event and End Event items from a duration event, select the item
name in the Start Event Items or End Event Items list box and click the Remove
button.

Ordering Event Items
Once items have been added to the Start Event Items or End Event Items list boxes,
their order can be changed within the list.  This allows you to specify the event
record order.

Select an item in either list box and use the up and down arrows to move the item
up or down in the list.

Adding Point Events
To add point events, select the Add Point button on the Events tab. Provide the
following information.

■ Event number (once a number is assigned to an event, the number cannot be
modified)

■ Event name

■ Comment (optional -- appears only in the Administration component of Oracle
Trace Manager; it will not appear in a report)

■ Report header that specifies a heading to display for this event in any reports
you generate with Oracle Trace

■ Event items

Attention: When you collect standard resource utilization items,
Oracle Corporation recommends collecting the same items on both
the start and end events. This allows you to calculate usage over
the duration of the event by subtracting the start value from the
end value.
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Removing Event-Specific Items
To remove an item from a point event, select it from the Event-Specific Items list box
and click <<.

Ordering Event Items
Once items have been added to the Start Event Items or End Event Items list boxes,
their order can be changed within the list.  This allows you to specify the event
record order.

Select an item in either list box and use the up and down arrows to move the item
up or down in the list.

Editing Events
To edit events, select an event name from the Product Events list box in the Events
page of the Create Product dialog box and select the Edit/View button. The
guidelines for each field are the same as when adding a new event, except that
existing information is displayed for you to edit.

Removing Events from a Product Definition
To remove an event from a product definition, select the event from the Product
Events list box of the Events page of the Create Product dialog box and select the
Remove button.

You cannot remove an event if it is currently part of an event set. This protects you
from inadvertently deleting an event for which you still want to collect data. Oracle
Trace displays an error message if you try to do this.

Adding Event Sets to a Product Definition
To create an event set for a product definition, select the Event Sets tab in the Create
Product property page. Existing event sets are listed in the Product Event Sets list
box. The ALL event set is always the first event set listed; it cannot be deleted.

To define an event set, select the Add button in the Event Sets tab. The Add Event
Set dialog box is displayed in Figure 5–4.

Note: The order of the items in this list  box must match the order
of the items in the record passed to Oracle Trace within the
instrumented product.
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Figure 5–4 Add Event Set Dialog Box

Provide the following information.

■ Event set name (must be unique within the context of the product definition)

■ Event set file path (specify the full path location of the event set)

■ Event set specific events

■ Event set specific event items (specify the items you want to collect)

Creating an event set creates an .fdf file on your local client node. Move the .fdf file
to the nodes where you intend to create collections. In Oracle Trace, rerun the
discovery process for each node that you want to run a collection utilizing the new
event set. The discovery process will find the new .fdf file and make it available for
use in your collections.

Removing Events from an Event Set
To remove events from an event set, select an event from the Event Set Specific
Events list box and then select the Remove button.
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To keep an event as part of a event set, but remove specific items from the event,
select the item from the Event Set Specific Event Items list box and then click the
Remove button.

Editing Event Sets for a Product Definition
To edit an event set definition, select an event set name from the Product Event Sets
list box in the Event Sets page of the Create Product dialog box and select the
Edit/View button. The steps are then the same as when you add a new event set,
except that existing information is displayed for you to edit.

Removing Event Sets from a Product Definition
To remove an event set from a product definition, select the event set from the
Product Event Sets list box in the Event Sets page of the Create Product dialog box
and select the Remove button.

Editing Existing Product Definitions
To edit an existing set of product definitions, choose Product=>Edit. This displays
an Open File dialog box, which allows you to select one or more product definition
files (.fdf).

After selecting all the product definition files for a product, click the OK button.
This brings up the Edit Product dialog box, which is the same as the Create Product
dialog box except that the existing product information has been filled in. Proceed
as described in earlier sections in this chapter, except use the Edit function to
modify existing items, events, and event sets. You will need to change the file names
of event sets because Oracle Trace will not let you overwrite existing files.

Note: You should always edit all product definitions files for a
product at the same time because item and event information for
the entire product is replicated in each file.  If one product
definition file is modified by itself, it will not be in synchronization
with all the other files.  This will cause inconsistent results when
you run Oracle Trace on different event sets within the same
product.
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Producing Reports and Formatting Data

Oracle Trace provides formatting and reporting options that let you present your
collected data in the way most useful to you.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Producing Oracle Trace Reports

■ Using Oracle Trace Data with Other Reporting Tools

■ Deleting Formatted Data

■ Querying Formatted Data

The Oracle Trace reporting and formatting activities described in this chapter are
performed using a command-line interface on the server node where the data was
collected. The only exception to this is the Delete Formatted Data function, which is
performed using the Oracle Trace Manager.

Producing Oracle Trace Reports
To examine your data without performing queries against it, you can use the Oracle
Trace reporting utility to create reports.  Given the volume of collected data, the
reports can be quite large.  The Oracle Trace reporting utility includes a number of
options to restrict the output.

You need to run the Oracle Trace utility on the system where the collection files
reside. Enter the following command at the system prompt.

otrcrep [output_path] [-p [pid]] [-P] [-a] [-w<width>] [-l<length>] [-h]
[-s] <collection>.cdf

If you do not specify any of the optional parameters, the Oracle Trace reporting
utility creates a separate report for each event type found in the data file. These files
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are named <collection>_<eventname>.txt, where collection is the name of the
collection and eventname is the name given the event in the product definition file.
Example 6–1 shows a collection named test that contains data from the ATM demo
application.

Example 6–1

% otrcrep test.cdf
% ls *.txt

This example produces the files shown in Table 6–1.

You can manipulate the output of the Oracle Trace reporting utility by using the
optional parameters:

output_path
Specifies a full output path for the report files. If an output path is not specified, the
report files are placed in the current directory.

-p
Organizes event data by process.  If you specify a process ID, you will have one file
with all the events generated by that process in chronological order. If you omit the
process ID, you will have one file for each process that participated in the collection.
The output files are named <collection>_p<pid>.txt.

-P
Produces a report called PROCESS.txt, which lists all the processes that participated
in the collection. It does not include any event data. You could produce this report
first to determine the specific processes for which you might want to produce more
detailed reports.

-a
Produces a report containing all the events for all products in the order they occur
in the data collection file (.dat) file.

Table 6–1

testBALANCES.txt testPROCESS.txt testTRANSFER.txt

testDEPOSIT.txt testQUICKWTHDRW.txt testVALIDOK.txt

testOVERDRAFT.txt testSESSION.txt testWITHDRAWAL.txt
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-d
Produces a text file of the contents of the collection definition file (.cdf) or the
product definition file (.fdf). The file name of the output file is the name of either the
.cdf file or .fdf file followed by the .dmp extension. For example, a .cdf file with the
name apps.cdf will have a text file with the name apps.dmp. This option is available
as of Oracle Server release 8.1.

-w<width>
Sets the report width. Specifying -w132 creates a report with a width of 132
characters. The default width is 80 characters.

-l<length>
Sets the number of lines before a page break. The default is 63.

-h
Suppresses all event and item report headers, resulting in a shorter report. Use of
this parameter requires that you understand what is being reported and in what
format, as there are no identifying headers.

-s
This parameter is for use with Net8 data only.  If used in combination with -p and
-h, the reports produced are similar to those produced by the Net8 tracing
mechanism.

Using Oracle Trace Data with Other Reporting Tools
If you want to perform queries against your Oracle Trace data or use it with a
reporting tool such as Oracle Reports, you must first format the data to an Oracle
Server database.

The format status of a collection is listed in the Partial Format column in the Output
page of the Collection Summary window of the Oracle Trace Manager. The possible
statuses are:

Formatted
All the data in the file has been formatted.

Partial
A portion of the data was formatted while the collection was still in progress.

No status listed
None of the data has been formatted.
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Preparing to Format Oracle Trace Data
Before you format data to an Oracle database, the formatter tables must be created
in that database. Create formatter tables using the vobsh command, as described in
the Oracle Enterprise Manager Configuration Guide.

It is possible to maintain multiple sets of formatted data by creating formatter tables
under more than one Oracle schema.

You can also format multiple collections into the same schema. You can format
Oracle Trace data using either Oracle Trace Manager or the command-line interface.
See the following sections for additional information.

Formatting Data Using the Oracle Trace Manager
To format data using the Oracle Trace Manager, select a collection name from the
Oracle Trace Collection Summary window. Choose Collection=>Format or click the
Format Collection button in the toolbar. The Format Collection dialog box appears.
Fill in the information as follows:

Database
Enter a connect string or service name for the database. If you enter nothing, Oracle
Trace will use the default database.

Override Preferred Credentials
You can override preferred credentials. These credentials identify the schema where
the data will be loaded.

Oracle Trace determines the preferred credentials in the following order. The search
continues until one of the criteria is met.

1. Oracle Trace preferences.

2. Oracle Enterprise Manager preferred credentials for that node.

Username
Enter the Oracle user name under which the Oracle Trace formatter tables were
created.

Note: The previous step is required for releases prior to Oracle
Trace Collection Services release 7.3.4 and 8.0.4.
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Password
Enter the password for the user name.

Format Options
Decide the commit interval that you want and whether you want a partial format of
the data; that is, to process data that has not previously been formatted.

Commit Interval
Enter a number.  The Commit Interval is the number of inserts made into the
database before a commit operation is performed.  A value is required in this field.
The default is 2500.

Partial Format
Choose this option only if you want to process data that has not previously been
formatted. This is useful when you want to format data for a collection while that
collection is still in progress. Note, however, that you run the risk of duplicating
data if you do a partial format followed by a full format.

Click OK. When the collection is formatted, the status is listed in the Format column
in the Collection Summary window.

Formatting Data Using the Command-Line Interface
Enter the following command at the system prompt to format your data file.
Replace collection.cdf with the name of your collection definition file.

otrcfmt [-f] [-c#] collection.cdf [user/password@database]

If user/password@database is omitted, you will be prompted for this information.

The optional formatting parameters are defined as follows:

-f
Formats the entire data file, regardless of whether or not portions of the file have
been formatted at some previous time. This is useful if you have data that was
previously formatted to another database and you want to format it to a new
database.

If you omit the -f parameter from the command line, only data that has not
previously been formatted is processed. This is useful for situations in which you
want to format data for a collection while that collection is still in progress. You can
later format only new data for the collection by omitting the -f parameter from the
command line.
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-c#
Specifies the commit interval (the number of inserts into the database performed
before a commit is made).  If you omit the -c parameter, a system default is used.

user/password@database
Specifies the user name, password, and database. Descriptions of these items follow.
If you do not enter this information on the command line, you are prompted for it.

Username
Enter the Oracle user name under which the Oracle Trace formatter tables were
created, or enter the owner of a schema containing formatter tables.

Password
Enter the password for the user name.

Database
Enter a service name for the database. Do not enter a system identifier (SID).  If you
enter nothing, Oracle Trace will use the default database.

New otrcfmt Image for Oracle Server Release 8.0.4 (and 7.3.4)
The otrcfmt image for the Oracle Server release 8.0.4 (and 7.3.4) adds two new
columns to the event data tables: elapsed_secs and elapsed_nano_secs. These
columns are added to all duration events.

Because of the new columns, there is a compatibility issue using older otrcfmt
images to format to the same database user.

The 8.0.4 (and 7.3.4)  otrcfmt image can format data into a database that contains
previously formatted data from any prior version of Oracle Trace. However, when a
table has been updated by the 8.0.4 (or 7.3.4) otrcfmt image, it can no longer be
formatted by an 8.0.3, 7.3.3, or prior otrcfmt image.

The otrcfmt image executes on the collection target database. The version of the
image depends on the collection target database, not the format target database. If
you are collecting data for databases with different versions, you will be using
multiple versions of the otrcfmt image.

If you plan to have multiple versions of the otrcfmt image directing output to the
same database, use separate database user accounts to differentiate the formatted
data. For example, you could create user_803 and user_804 to keep the data
separate.
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If you do have this conflict but you do not need to keep the formatted data, delete
the old formatted data tables using otrcfmtd.sql and then re-create the format tables
using the otrcfmtc.sql script located in the otrace/admin directory. If subsequent
formatting will be done using the 7.3.4, 8.0.4 or later otrcfmt image, the image will
create the format tables for you and you do not need to execute the otrcfmtc.sql
script.

Deleting Formatted Data
Because formatted data takes up a lot of space in the database, you may want to
regularly delete formatted data. Deletion of formatted data is performed using the
Oracle Trace Manager as follows:

1. Select a collection name from the Oracle Trace Collection Summary window.

2. Select the Collection=>Delete Formatted Data or the Delete Formatted Data
icon in the toolbar.

The Delete Formatted Data function deletes rows of data for a specific collection
from the formatter database tables. Although it deletes the contents of event tables,
it leaves the event tables themselves intact. This is because re-creating them would
be time-consuming for the formatter.

Querying Formatted Data
Oracle Trace provides several sample SQL scripts that demonstrate how you might
make useful queries against your formatted data. They fall into the general
categories of optimizing report performance, generic reports, and specialized
reports, as described in the following sections.  On the client, these scripts are
located in $ORACLE_HOME\otracexx\admin\sample.

Note: The Delete Formatted Data function does not work
correctly on formatter tables created with the version of otrcfmtc.sql
that shipped with Oracle Server release 7.3.2 or earlier.  If data
already exists in old formatter tables and you wish to delete it, use
the vobsh command. For more information, see the instructions for
creating Oracle Trace formatter tables in the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Configuration Guide.
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The Oracle Enterprise Manager program group contains an icon for the Oracle
SQL*Plus Worksheet. Invoking the worksheet is one method you can use to open,
edit, and execute the Oracle Trace sample scripts.

Optimizing Report Performance
To optimize report performance, Oracle Trace recommends that you:

■ Define indexes.

■ Define synonyms (using the otrcsyn.sql script).

■ Define the elapsed function (using the otrcfunc.sql script).

■ Create a summary table of data (using the otrcdtl.sql script).

 Each of these topics is discussed in the following sections.

Defining Indexes
Because formatted data tables can have thousands of rows, defining indexes, as
shown in this section, will improve reporting performance.

For information on how the event table names (shown in parentheses) are derived,
see Appendix B, "Using Oracle Trace for Oracle Server Data Collections".

In the following recommendation, if you have only one formatted collection per
schema, you can omit the collection_number.

Note: For example purposes, the scripts described in the
following sections use Oracle7 Server events and data.

Note: The elapsed function is no longer needed as of Oracle
Server release 8.1. A new elapsed_time column has been added to
the formatter duration event tables to supply this information.

Note: The event table name includes the version of the Oracle
Server from which you are collecting data. For example, if you are
collecting data from an 8.0 database, the event table name ends in
8_0. The examples show data collected from a 7.3 database.
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Connects (V_192216243_F_5_E_1_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index, session_serial

Disconnects (V_192216243_F_5_E_2_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index, session_serial

RowSource (V_192216243_F_5_E_6_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index, session_serial, cursor_number

SQLSegment (V_192216243_F_5_E_7_7_3):
    collection_number, sql_text_hash   (view by SQL statement)
    collection_number, session_index, session_serial, cursor_number
 (view by user session)

Parse (V_192216243_F_5_E_8_7_3):
    collection_number, sql_text_hash_end   (view by SQL statement)
    collection_number, session_index_end, session_serial_end, cursor_number_end
 (view by user session)

Execution (V_192216243_F_5_E_9_7_3):
    collection_number, sql_text_hash_end   (view by SQL statement)
    collection_number, session_index_end, session_serial_end, cursor_number_end
 (view by user session)

Fetch (V_192216243_F_5_E_10_7_3):
    collection_number, sql_text_hash_end   (view by SQL statement)
    collection_number, session_index_end, session_serial_end, cursor_number_end
 (view by user session)

Logical Txn (V_192216243_F_5_E_11_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index_end, session_serial_end

Physical Txn (V_192216243_F_5_E_12_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index_end, session_serial_end, tx_id_end

Wait (V_192216243_F_5_E_13_7_3):
    collection_number, session_index, session_serial

Defining Synonyms
To ensure uniqueness among table names, the Oracle Trace formatter uses a specific
formula that incorporates as much information as necessary to derive unique
names. As a result, table names can be quite long.
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The otrcsyn.sql script creates simpler names for the tables created by the formatter
command for Oracle Server data. Before executing this file, you should edit it to use
synonyms appropriate to your environment.

rem synonyms for the tables created by otrcfmt for Server data

create synonym connects for v_192216243_f_5_e_1_7_3;
create synonym disconnects for v_192216243_f_5_e_2_7_3;
create synonym errorstacks for v_192216243_f_5_e_3_7_3;
create synonym applregs for v_192216243_f_5_e_5_7_3;
create synonym rowsources for v_192216243_f_5_e_6_7_3;
create synonym segments for v_192216243_f_5_e_7_7_3;
create synonym parses for v_192216243_f_5_e_8_7_3;
create synonym executions for v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3;
create synonym fetches for v_192216243_f_5_e_10_7_3;
create synonym logtxns for v_192216243_f_5_e_11_7_3;
create synonym phystxns for v_192216243_f_5_e_12_7_3;
create synonym waits for v_192216243_f_5_e_13_7_3;

For a description of the formula used to create event table names, see Appendix C,
"Oracle Trace Format Database".

Defining the Elapsed Function

The otrcfunc.sql script defines an elapsed function that makes it easier to calculate
elapsed time for duration events. Without this elapsed function, it would be more
difficult to calculate elapsed time because timestamps are split across two fields.
The timestamp field contains everything down to seconds. The timestamp_nano
field contains fractions of a second. The number of nanos per second is stored in the
MS_GRANULARITY field of the COLLECTION table and varies by platform. To
solve this, the elapsed function created by otrcfunc.sql calculates elapsed time in
units of seconds.

The following otrcfunc.sql script is also a prerequisite to some of the other scripts.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION elapsed
                           (col_name VARCHAR2,
                            start_time DATE,
                            start_nanos NUMBER,

Note: The elapsed function is no longer needed as of Oracle
Server release 8.1. A new elapsed_time column has been added to
the formatter duration event tables to supply this information.
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                            end_time DATE,
                            end_nanos NUMBER)
   RETURN NUMBER
AS
    ms_units NUMBER;                                -- # nanos per second
    nanos NUMBER;
    new_end_time DATE;
    time NUMBER;
    seconds NUMBER;
BEGIN
    SELECT ms_granularity INTO ms_units FROM collection
        WHERE collection_name = col_name;
    new_end_time := end_time;
    nanos := end_nanos - start_nanos;
    IF nanos < 0 THEN
        new_end_time := end_time - (1/(60*60*24));  -- subtract 1 second
        nanos := (ms_units + end_nanos) - start_nanos;
    END IF;
    time := new_end_time - start_time;              -- in units of days
    seconds := time * (60*60*24);                   -- days * seconds/day
    seconds := seconds + (nanos/ms_units);
    RETURN(seconds);
END;
/

The collection name is necessary to obtain the number of units in the nanos fields.
When using this script, substitute the name of your collection as appropriate.

The following is an example of how to call the elapsed function:

select avg(elapsed(’oracle7’,
                     x.timestamp_start, x.timestamp_nano_start,
                       x.timestamp_end, x.timestamp_nano_end))
        from v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3 x, collection c
        where c.collection_name = ’oracle7’ and
                c.collection_id = x.collection_number;

Generating Summary Data for Each Statement
Assembling summary data about SQL statement executions can be
resource-intensive. To optimize report performance, Oracle Trace recommends that
you create a table of summary data once rather than reconstructing it with every
query.

The otrcdtl.sql script creates and populates a table containing summary data for
each SQL statement. Statements are uniquely identified by the sql_text_hash field.
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The table contains data for the parses, executions, and fetches performed for each
statement. The data spans user sessions, because multiple users can execute the
same statement.

You must create the elapsed function by executing otrcfunc.sql before executing
otrcdtl.sql.

You should create a separate detail table for each collection.  To provide the table
name and collection name, either let the script prompt you for the names or use the
SQL*Plus DEFINE command as follows:

SQL>DEFINE DTL_TABLE_NAME <table name>

SQL>DEFINE CLLCTN <collection name>

DTL_TABLE_NAME is the name of the table to create.  CLLCTN is the name of the
collection from which to summarize the data.  Once you provide values for DTL_
TABLE_NAME and CLLCTN, they will be used throughout your session unless
you override them with other DEFINE commands.

The otrcdtl.sql script is lengthy; if you wish to see it in more detail, it is located in
$ORACLE_HOME/otrace/demo on the UNIX server and in $ORACLE_
HOME\otracexx\admin\sample on the client.

Generic Report Templates
The scripts discussed in this section perform generic queries; that is, you can
substitute your own values in them to produce reports meaningful to you.  The
sample scripts shown use the table names created by the otrcfmt command, rather
than synonyms.

To provide the collection name, either let the script prompt you for the name or use
the SQL*Plus DEFINE command as follows:

SQL>DEFINE CLLCTN <collection name>

Once you provide a value for CLLCTN, it will be used throughout your session
unless you override it with another DEFINE command.

Generating an Occurrence Report
The following example shows how to create a report of data sorted by the overall
number of times an event occurred.
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Reporting the Number of Connection Events The otrcrpt1.sql script reports the number
of connection events per system username. Substitute your own collection name.

select session_index, session_serial, count(*) "# SQL statements"
from v_192216243_f_5_e_7_7_3 e, epc_collection c
where c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
      c.collection_id = e.collection_number
group by session_index, session_serial;

Generating Frequency Reports
The examples in this section show how to create reports of data sorted by frequency
of occurrence during a specified time interval.

Reporting the Frequency of Wait Events The otrcrpt2.sql script reports the frequency of
wait events per minute. You can change the interval to hours (HH) or seconds (SS)
rather than minutes (MI) by changing the date format in the trunc functions.

select to_char(trunc(w.timestamp, 'MI'), 'DD-MON-YY HH24:MI') "Interval",
        w.description "Cause of Wait",
        count(*) "Frequency"
from v_192216243_f_5_e_13_7_3 w, epc_collection c
where c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
      c.collection_id = w.collection_number
group by trunc(w.timestamp, 'MI'), w.description;

Reporting the Frequency of Logical Transactions The otrcrpt3.sql script reports the
frequency of logical transactions ending per second. Substitute your own collection
name.

select to_char(t.timestamp_end, 'DD-MON-YY HH24:MI:SS') "Interval",
       count(*) "Frequency"
from v_192216243_f_5_e_11_7_3 t, epc_collection c
where c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
      c.collection_id = t.collection_number
group by timestamp_end;

Generating Statistical Reports
The examples in this section show how to create reports of data sorted by statistical
criteria.

Analyzing Resource Wait Times The otrcrpt4.sql script analyzes resource wait times.
Substitute your own collection name.

select w.description "Cause of Wait",
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        min(w.wait_time) "Min Wait Time",
        max(w.wait_time) "Max Wait Time",
        avg(w.wait_time) "Avg Wait Time",
        count(*) "Number of Waits"
from v_192216243_f_5_e_13_7_3 w, epc_collection c
where c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
      c.collection_id = w.collection_number
group by description;

Reporting Summary Performance Data The otrcrpt5.sql script provides a statistical
summary of performance data for the execute event. Other data of possible interest
for the execute event could include consistent_gets, physical_reads, redo_entries,
redo_size, sort_memory, sort_disk, and sort_rows.

select min (db_block_change_end - db_block_change_start) "Min Block Changes",
       max (db_block_change_end - db_block_change_start) "Max Block Changes",
       avg (db_block_change_end - db_block_change_start) "Avg Block Changes",
       min(t_scan_rows_got_end - t_scan_rows_got_start) "Min Table Scan Rows",
       max(t_scan_rows_got_end - t_scan_rows_got_start) "Max Table Scan Rows",
       avg(t_scan_rows_got_end - t_scan_rows_got_start) "Avg Table Scan Rows",
        count(*) "Number of Executes"
from v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3, epc_collection c
where c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
       c.collection_id = collection_number;

Specialized Reports
The scripts described in this section perform a specific function. They cannot be
tailored as the generic scripts can.

Analyzing SQL Library Cache Performance
The otrcrpt6.sql script analyzes SQL library cache performance. This can be done in
two ways:

■ Determine the number of statement executions marked as having the SQL
missing from the library cache.

■ Count the number of library cache addresses a statement has.

select sql_text_hash_end "SQL ID", count(*) "# Misses"
    from v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3
    where missed_end = 1
    group by sql_text_hash_end
    having count(*) > 1;
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select distinct (et.sql_text_hash_end) "SQL ID",
       count(distinct et.lib_cache_addr_end) "Cache Addrs"
       from v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3 et, v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3 ev,
            epc_collection c
       where et.sql_text_hash_end = ev.sql_text_hash_end and
             c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
             c.collection_id = et.collection_number and
             c.collection_id = ev.collection_number
       group by et.sql_text_hash_end
       having count(distinct ev.lib_cache_addr_end) > 1;

select count(distinct sql_text_hash_end) "# of SQL Stmts"
       from v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3;

To determine which statements have been swapped in and out of the library cache,
query the SQL Segment event table using the statement identifier. (The event table
is v_192216243_f_5_e_7_7_3.)

-- select sql_text from v_192216243_f_5_e_7_7_3
-- where sql_text_hash = <SQL ID>;

Analyzing Fetches and Rows per Cursor Execution
The otrcrpt7.sql script analyzes the number of fetches and rows per cursor
execution.

CREATE TABLE fetches_temp
  (session_index  NUMBER,
   session_serial NUMBER,
   cursor_number  NUMBER,
   sql_text_hash  NUMBER,
   frequency      NUMBER,
   rows_fetched   NUMBER);

INSERT INTO fetches_temp (session_index, session_serial,
                           cursor_number, sql_text_hash)
    SELECT DISTINCT f.session_index_end, f.session_serial_end,
                    f.cursor_number_end, f.sql_text_hash_end
    FROM v_192216243_f_5_e_10_7_3 f, epc_collection c
    WHERE c.collection_name = '&&cllctn' and
          c.collection_id = f.collection_number;

UPDATE fetches_temp t
    SET frequency = (SELECT count(*)
                     FROM v_192216243_f_5_e_10_7_3 f, epc_collection c
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                     WHERE t.session_index = f.session_index_end
                       and t.session_serial = f.session_serial_end
                       and t.cursor_number = f.cursor_number_end
                       and c.collection_name = '&&cllctn'
                       and c.collection_id = f.collection_number),
        rows_fetched = (SELECT sum(f.row_count_end)
                        FROM v_192216243_f_5_e_10_7_3 f, epc_collection c
                        WHERE t.session_index = f.session_index_end
                          and t.session_serial = f.session_serial_end
                          and t.cursor_number = f.cursor_number_end
                          and c.collection_name = '&&cllctn'
                          and c.collection_id = f.collection_number);

SELECT min(frequency) "Min Fetches",
       max(frequency) "Max Fetches",
       avg(frequency) "Avg Fetches",
       min(rows_fetched) "Min Rows",
       max(rows_fetched) "Max Rows",
       avg(rows_fetched) "Avg Rows",
       count(*) "Cursors"
       FROM fetches_temp;

SELECT s.sql_text "Stmts fetched single row"
FROM v_192216243_f_5_e_7_7_3 s, fetches_temp t, epc_collection c
WHERE t.rows_fetched = 1
  and t.sql_text_hash = s.sql_text_hash
  and c.collection_name = '&&cllctn'
  and c.collection_id = s.collection_number;
drop table fetches_temp;

Reporting the Number of Executions per Command Type
The otrcrpt8.sql script uses the tables created by otrcdtl.sql and counts the number
of executions per command type. This can provide a rough estimate of database
activity. Refer to the Oracle Server reference manuals for a description of command
types.

select d.cmd_type, count(x.session_serial_end) "# Execs"
    from &&dtl_table_name d, v_192216243_f_5_e_9_7_3 x
    where d.sql_text_hash = x.sql_text_hash_end and
  d.sql_text_hash <> 0
    group by d.cmd_type;
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Oracle Trace Routines

This chapter describes the Oracle Trace routines. These routines allow you to record
events that occur during execution of your application. Table 7–1 lists the routines
described in this chapter.

The description of each routine has the following parts:

Be sure to read the introductory material to this chapter. It contains important
information about data structures, datatypes, and parameters specific to the Oracle
Trace routines.

Table 7–1 lists the Oracle Trace routines and briefly describes their use. The
complete routine descriptions are in alphabetical order later in this chapter.

Purpose What the routine does

Format The routine call with its parameter list

C Binding The format, specific to C

Parameters A detailed description of each parameter

Description A detailed description of the routine

Return Values A list of possible values returned for the routine

See Also A list of other routines that affect or are used with this
routine. Included if applicable.

Table 7–1 Oracle Trace Routines

For All Applications

Use this routine If you want to...
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epc_init register the product with Oracle Trace. This routine needs
to be called only once for each product activation. It must
be called before any other Oracle Trace calls take place.

epc_add_reg_id add a registration ID for a product. This routine can be
called multiple times by a product.

epc_remove_reg_id remove a registration ID for a product.

epc_drop_fac (for Oracle8 only) notify Oracle Trace of the termination of a product.

epc_check_cf (for Oracle8 only) check to see if an event flag is turned on.

For All Applications Collecting Duration and Point Events

Use this routine If you want to record the...

epc_start_event start of a duration event.

epc_end_event end of a duration event.

epc_event execution of a point event.

For Applications Using Cross-Product Data

Use this routine If you want to...

epc_set_cf_items receive cross-product item values sent by a client process.

epc_cf_value assign values to cross-product items.

epc_get_cf_items retrieve all cross-product items to a buffer.

For Multi-Threaded Applications Collecting Items on a Per-Thread Basis

Use this routine If you want to denote the...

epc_context start of a new thread or resumption of an existing thread.
This routine is used in multi-threaded products to collect
resource utilization items on a per-thread basis.

epc_delete_context end of a thread.

For Applications Wishing to Control Collection Behavior from Within the Application

Use this routine If you want to...

epc_collect start a collection from within a product.

epc_cancel stop a collection that was started with epc_collect.

epc_flush flush the record cache of collections for which the process
is currently collecting data, or of collections to which the
process has previously been bound.

Table 7–1 Oracle Trace Routines (Cont.)
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Calling Oracle Trace Routines
This section provides information about data structures, datatypes, and
parameter-passing conventions for Oracle Trace routines.

Datatypes
The datatypes used in the Oracle Trace routines are defined in the epc.h file. This
file is operating-system specific. The types defined, such as sb2 and ub4, can take
different C types on different systems.

The online location of epc.h is system-specific. See your Oracle installation or user’s
guide for the location of the file on your system. For UNIX systems, the file is
located in $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/public. For Windows NT systems, the file is
located in $ORACLE_HOME\otracexx\public where xx refers to the version of the
database.

Data Structures
Oracle Trace uses two types of data structures: event collection flags arrays and
user-defined buffers.

An event collection flags array is used to communicate to the application which
events should be collected. A user-defined buffer is used only for product-specific
items. Each of these data structures is described in the following sections.

A product must allocate virtual memory (statically or dynamically) for each data
structure it uses, and pass the address of the structures in the call to any Oracle
Trace routines.

Event Collection Flags Array
The event collection flags array is a list of up to 128 integer values. Oracle Trace
designates events for collection by setting bits in the event collection flags array.

Each array element corresponds to a particular event number in your application
beginning with 1. Element 0 is reserved for Oracle Trace. To test whether or not an
event should be logged, use the event ID as a subscript into the array. Your
application should be instrumented so that epc_init allocates and returns to you the
address of these event flags.

When a collection is scheduled for your product, Oracle Trace uses the product
definition and collection event set to determine which events should be collected.
Oracle Trace then sets event collection flags for those events to a value of 1;
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otherwise the value is 0. Your product then tests the 4-byte integer associated with
each event to determine whether or not it is set (has a value of 1) before calling an
Oracle Trace event routine for that event. This sequence minimizes overhead
because routines are called only when collections are active for the event.

User-Defined Buffer
The user-defined buffer is a data structure that contains the data for
product-specific items. The event_rec parameter in the Oracle Trace event routines
specifies the address of the user-defined buffer. A product uses the user-defined
buffer to pass product-specific items to Oracle Trace.

Oracle Trace expects items to immediately follow one another in the buffer in the
order in which they were listed in the product definition. (This does not include
resource and cf items.)   If structures are used to build event records, make sure the
compiler does not align individual items on address boundaries.

The items in the user-defined buffer can be unsigned integers or counted strings.
The unsigned integers are:

■ unsigned byte

■ unsigned 2 bytes

■ unsigned 4 bytes

■ unsigned 8 bytes

A counted string is a data structure in which a count of the number of characters in
the string precedes the string.   The counted strings are:
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■ ASCIC: a variable-length string. The first byte contains the size of the string; the
remainder is the string itself.

■ ASCIW: a variable-length string. The first two bytes contain the size of the
string; the remainder is the string itself.

■ ASCIL: a variable-length string. The first four bytes contain the size of the
string; the remainder is the string itself.

■ FIXED ASCIC: a fixed-length string.   The first byte contains the size of the
string.   Some programmers use the FIXED ASCIC string because the
user-defined buffer can be a compile-time structure rather than constructed at
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each event occurrence. However, as illustrated in the following figure, records
in the FIXED ASCIC structure take up more space if the item is less than the
maximum size.

Parameter Classification
There are two types of parameters:

■ Required

■ Optional

Required Parameters
Required parameters are used by Oracle Trace, and your product must supply valid
values for them.

Optional Parameters
The use of optional parameters depends on the requirements of your product. The
Format section for each routine in this chapter indicates optional parameters using
square brackets, [].

For any optional parameter without a value, you must specify 0 (if the parameter is
passed by value) or a null value (if the parameter is passed by reference). This is
true for all optional parameters in all Oracle Trace routines.

Parameter Descriptions
Each Oracle Trace routine description provides the following information for all
parameters:
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■ Datatype

■ Access

■ Passing mechanism

There are several parameters that are used in almost all of the Oracle Trace routines.
The rest of this section provides descriptions for those common parameters, rather
than repeating the information in each routine description.

api_version
A version number corresponding to the API version.   For Oracle Trace Collection
Services release 7.3 , the value should be 1. For Oracle Trace Collection Services
release 8.0, the value should be 2. The value of api_version is found in the epc.h file.
By passing the API version, Oracle Trace routines can handle programs that make
calls using older versions of the API.

vendor
A unique number used to identify the vendor who developed the application for
which you are collecting data. The number must match the vendor ID specified in
the product definition file.

The vendor ID number is the same as the network ID section of the vendor’s
Internet address. The section of a vendor’s Internet address that is considered to be
the network ID depends upon whether the Internet address is an event set A, B, or
C address.

A sample event set A address is 16.31.128.90. For event set A addresses the network
ID is the first section of the address, in this case 16. Therefore, the vendor ID is 16.

A sample event set B Internet address is 128.3.0.5. For event set B addresses, the
network ID is made up of the first two sections, in this case 128.3. Therefore, the
vendor ID is 1283.

As another example, Oracle Corporation uses event set C Internet addresses. A
sample event set C Internet address is 192.216.243.3. For event set C addresses the
network ID is made up of the first three sections of the address, in this case
192.216.243. Therefore, Oracle Corporation’s vendor ID is 192216243.

Vendors who do not have an Internet address can obtain one by contacting the
Network Information Center (NIC) located at SRI International. Addresses are
available even to vendors who do not plan to join the Internet.

See the UNIX System Administration Handbook, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
1995 for details on obtaining an Internet address.
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product
A number for the calling product. The number must match the product number
specified in the product definition file.

Vendors can assign numbers of their own choosing to their products. The only
restriction is that the number be unique among the vendor’s own products.

version
A null-terminated string of up to 10 characters containing the version of the
product. The string must be identical to the version specified in the product
definition.

registration_id
For epc_init: A null-terminated string that describes a specific function in a product.
For data collection to occur, the string must be identical to the registration ID
specified when the collection was scheduled.

For epc_add_reg_id and epc_remove_reg_id: A text string that correlates to the
current value of the cross-product item.

epcfctx_ptr
A type of EPCFCTX that is defined in epc.h. This context parameter is filled in by
the epc_init routine and used by other Oracle Trace routines. This parameter is
passed by reference to all routines that use it.

Return Values
Each routine has a possible set of return values that correspond to the informational
and error messages displayed by Oracle Trace. If you receive an error that does not
include associated text, lookup the error number in the epc.h file, and read the
associated description.
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epc_add_reg_id

Purpose
Adds a registration ID for a product or for the value of a cross-product item. This
routine can be called multiple times by a product.

Format
status=epc_add_reg_id(api_version,vendor,product,version, registration_id,[cf_item_
number],epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_add_reg_id(api_version,vendor,product,version, registration_id,[cf_item_number],epcfctx_
ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version;
text *registration_id;
ub4 cf_item_number;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

registration_id text read reference

cf_item_number ub4 read value

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

registration_id
A null-terminated string that describes a specific function in a product. For data
collection to occur, the string must be identical to the registration ID specified when
the collection was scheduled.

cf_item_number
Ties the registration ID string to the value of a cross-product item at the time of the
call. This allows cross-product item values to be directly related to string values. If
this parameter is omitted, the registration ID is associated with the process.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_add_reg_id routine adds a registration ID for a product. A product can call
this routine as often as necessary, depending upon the number of registration
identifiers it wishes to associate with an application process.

Return Values

epc_s_badcfitem Bad cross-product item number.

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badfacver Bad product version passed.

epc_s_badregid Bad product registration ID passed.

epc_s_badvendor Bad vendor ID passed.

epc_s_facverreq Product version required.

epc_s_nodcfexists No data collection file exists.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace software is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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See Also
epc_remove_reg_id
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epc_cancel

Purpose
Cancels a collection for the specified collection name. This routine is only for use by
products that wish to control collections from within their application, rather than
through the Oracle Trace Manager.

Format
status=epc_cancel(api_version,vendor,product,version,collection_name, [product_instance_
eventflags],epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_cancel(api_version,vendor,product,version,collection_name,
 [product_instance_eventflags],epcfctx_ptr

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version;
text *collection_name;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

collection_name text read reference

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read reference

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

collection_name
Points to the path and file name of the collection definition file, minus any suffix. It
must be the same collection_name as specified in the call to the epc_collect routine.

product_instance_eventflags
For Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3, these flags support products that
wish to keep track of multiple instances of a product within one process.  As of
Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0, Oracle Trace handles this directly
through the introduction of the epcfctx_ptr parameter.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter passed to the epc_collect call will be
modified to reflect the eventflags specified in the event set within the product
definition file also specified in the call.

Correct use of the product_instance_eventflags parameter requires the same flags to
be passed to all the event logging routines as well.

When the collection is to be canceled, the same product_instance_eventflags
parameter is passed to the epc_cancel routine where the events for this particular
collection will be reset.

Multiple instance support is built in with Oracle Trace Collection Services release
8.0 and higher.  The epc_init routine can be called once per instance and the epcfctx_
ptr parameter will provide Oracle Trace with enough context to manage the
eventflags properly. This removes the need for the product_instance_eventflags
parameter, other than for backwards compatibility with Oracle Trace Collection
Services release 7.3 and lower.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.
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Description
The epc_cancel routine cancels a collection for the specified collection file name.
Any data remaining in the cache at that time is written to the .dat file. The .dat file
and the .cdf file are then closed and values for the event flags parameter that were
set in the epc_init routine are restored to their previous settings.

Return Values

See Also
epc_collect, epc_init

epc_s_colnotfound Collection not found.

epc_s_datafilereq Datafile required.

epc_s_initreq epc_init call required.

epc_s_noheap Not enough heap space.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_cf_value

Purpose
Assigns a value to a cross-product item.

Format
status=epc_cf_value(api_version,item_num,item_val,[context], [item_adr])

C Binding
sb4 epc_cf_value(api_version,item_num,item_val,[context], [item_adr])

sb4 api_version;
sb4 item_num;
sb4 item_val;
sb4 context;
sb4 **item_adr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

item_num
The cross-product item number whose value is to be set to the value indicated by
the item_val parameter.

item_val
The numeric value (in decimal) used to set the cross-product item number,
indicated by the item_num parameter.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

item_num sb4 read value

item_val sb4 read value

context sb4 read value

item_adr sb4 modify reference
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context
An integer value that corresponds to the context parameter returned from the call to
the epc_context routine.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

item_adr
Contains a pointer to the location of the corresponding cross-product item. The
location will be user-mode accessible memory, created by Oracle Trace at the time of
the epc_init routine. Thus, the location is accessible during the entire image
execution, avoiding any potential access violations. The product can subsequently
assign a value to the item without having to call the epc_cf_value routine, thereby
avoiding call overhead.

Description
The epc_cf_value routine sets the value of a cross-product item. It optionally returns
the address of the cross-product item in the item_adr parameter, so that it can be
assigned later (more efficiently) by the product.

Return Values

See Also
Not Applicable

epc_s_badcfitem Bad cross-product item number.

epc_s_baditem_adr Bad item_adr parameter passed.

epc_s_baditem_num Bad item_num parameter passed.

epc_s_baditem_val Bad item_val parameter passed.

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters passed.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_check_ef (Specific to Oracle8 Databases)

Purpose
 Checks to see if an event flag is turned on.

Format
status=epc_check_ef(api_version,event_id,epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_check_ef(api_version,event_id,epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 event_id;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

event_id
The event identifier (numeric) for the event. An event_id can range in value from 1
to 128.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
Most applications can check whether an event is collecting by referencing the event
flag array directly:

if (eventflags[event-id])  {
     <collect event>
}

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

api_version sb4 read value

event_id sb4 read value

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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However, complex applications, which can have multiple instances executing
within the same process, might find it difficult to reference the correct set of event
flags.  These applications can use epc_check_ef to determine whether an event is
collecting for a particular instance of the application.

Return Values

See Also
epc_end_event, epc_event, epc_start_event

0 Flag is off. Event is not collecting data.

1 Flag is on. Event is collecting data.
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epc_collect

Purpose
Starts a collection for the specified product and version from within the application
itself. This routine is only for use by products that wish to control collections from
within their application, rather than through the Oracle Trace Manager.

Format
status=epc_collect(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 [overriding_eventflags],collection_name,fdf_name,
 [product_instance_eventflags],col_max_size,epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_collect(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 [overriding_eventflags],collection_name,fdf_name,
 [product_instance_eventflags],col_max_size,epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version
sb4 *overriding_eventflags;
text *collection_name;
text *fdf_name;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
ub4 col_max_size;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

overriding_eventflags sb4 read value
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

overriding_eventflags
A way to override the event flags in the product definition file (.fdf) for the
collection. A product can use this parameter as a shortcut to specify sub-event sets
of events from a single .fdf file. For example, every time a product called the epc_
collect routine, it could provide only the ALL .fdf file, which contains all possible
events for that product. Then, using the overriding_eventflags parameter,
individual events from the ALL event set could be set for collection.

This method of collecting only certain event sets of data is contrary to the method
used by the Oracle Trace collection specification mechanism. However, it may prove
worthwhile for those products that want to minimize the number of .fdf files
installed on a given system or the number of hard-coded file names in their code.

Overriding_eventflags are different than the event flags passed in or returned in the
call to the epc_init routine, because they represent what the caller wants to log. The
overriding_eventflags in epc_collect are compared with the event flags in epc_init to
set the proper state of the epc_init event flags. Because multiple collections might be
active at the same time, comparing the two sets of event flags ensures that the right
data is collected for all active collections.

For example, suppose an application had a debug section in its code for which it
wanted to start a special collection. The application could call epc_collect and use
the overriding_eventflags parameter to set only certain debug events. This would

collection_name text read reference

fdf_name text read reference

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read value

col_max_size ub4 read value

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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override the ALL event set and also alleviate the need to create a special debug
event set.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

collection_name
Points to the file specification for the collection definition file, minus any suffix. The
suffix is appended by Oracle Trace when it uses this file name to create both the
collection definition file (.cdf) and the data collection file (.dat). The .cdf file contains
information about the collection, such as image and process names, product
registration records, and a full path specification and name for the .fdf file. The .dat
file contains the collected event data.

fdf_name
The product definition file that determines the events and their associated items
that are logged for each event.

product_instance_eventflags
For Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3, these flags support products that
wish to keep track of multiple instances of a product within one process.  As of
Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0, Oracle Trace handles this directly
through the introduction of the epcfctx_ptr parameter.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter passed to the epc_collect call will be
modified to reflect the eventflags specified in the event set within the product
definition file also specified in the call.

Correct use of the product_instance_eventflags parameter requires the same flags to
be passed to all the event logging routines as well.

When the collection is to be canceled, the same product_instance_eventflags
parameter is passed to the epc_cancel routine where the events for this particular
collection will be reset.

Multiple instance support is built in with Oracle Trace Collection Services release
8.0 and higher.  The epc_init routine can be called once per instance and the epcfctx_
ptr parameter will provide Oracle Trace with enough context to manage the
eventflags properly. This removes the need for the product_instance_eventflags
parameter, other than for backwards compatibility with Oracle Trace Collection
Services release 8.0 and higher.

col_max_size
The maximum size in bytes of the .dat file. Once the .dat file reaches this maximum,
the collection is canceled.
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epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_collect routine starts a collection for the specified product and version. It
does this by creating .cdf and .dat files using the name passed in the collection_
name parameter.

Before creating a .cdf file, Oracle Trace checks to see if the file already exists. If it
does, Oracle Trace parses the file and looks for the product name (.fdf file) specified
in the call to the epc_collect routine. If the .fdf file is found, Oracle Trace assumes
that multiple epc_collect calls were made from the same or different processes and
that each call used the same collection and product names. Oracle Trace appends
the process, image, and product registration records to the .cdf file. Data is
appended to the .dat file.

This method of operation allows products such as Oracle Server to turn on
collections from within multiple processes and to have those collections share
common .dat and .cdf files after reading a common startup file.

If a .cdf file does not already exist, the epc_collect call creates and populates one.
The .fdf is appended to the .cdf, as are the process, image, and product registration
records. Either the product instance event flags (if they were specified) or the event
flags specified in the epc_init routine are updated. The updates are based on either
the overriding_eventflags, if they were specified, or on the events in the product
definition file used in the collection. The epc_init routine must be called before the
epc_collect routine or an error is returned.

The collection scheduled by epc_collect affects only the particular instance of the
product that made the call to epc_collect. The epc_collect routine schedules a single
collection that consists of only the product listed in the product definition file
specified on the call. The epc_cancel routine is the corresponding routine used to
cancel collections started through the epc_collect routine.

Refer to Chapter 5, "Creating Product Definitions", for additional information
regarding product definition files and event sets.

Return Values

epc_s_badregid File append read failed.

epc_s_appendseek File append seek failed.

epc_s_appendwrt File append write failed.
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See Also
epc_cancel, epc_init

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badfacver Bad product version passed.

epc_s_cdfseek Seek error in collection definition file.

epc_s_colactive Collection already active.

epc_s_colnotfound Collection not found.

epc_s_crecdf Error creating collection definition file.

epc_s_datafilereq Datafile required.

epc_s_facnotcol Product not collecting.

epc_s_facverreq Product version required.

epc_s_fdffilereq Product definition file required.

epc_s_fdfrderr Error reading product definition file.

epc_s_initreq epc_init call required.

epc_s_noheap Not enough heap space.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_ogetmach Get OS name, machine name error.

epc_s_opecdf Error opening collection definition file.

epc_s_opedcf Error opening data collection file.

epc_s_opefdf Error opening product definition file.

epc_s_success The call was successful.

epc_s_writdcf Error writing to data collection file.

epc_s_wrtver Error writing version record.

epc_s_wrtcdf Error writing collection definition file.
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epc_context

Purpose
Records a context variable for a new or existing thread so that resource use and/or
cross-product items can be collected for multi-threaded products. This routine
should be used by applications that perform their own thread switching. Correct
usage of this routine requires that it be called for every thread switch.

Format
status=epc_context(api_version,context)

C Binding
sb4 epc_context(api_version,context)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 *context;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

context
A value used to set context for a new or existing thread.

Description
The epc_context routine sets the context for a new thread or an existing thread so
that resource utilization and cross-product items can be collected on a per-thread
basis in multi-threaded products. This routine is called by a product when a context
switch is used to create or re-enter a thread context.

If a zero value is passed at the address specified (in the context parameter), then
epc_context returns a value that identifies the new thread context. If a non-zero

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

context sb4 read/write reference
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value is passed, it indicates to Oracle Trace that a context change has occurred.
Oracle Trace associates the correct resource utilization and cross-product items with
the corresponding thread.

To delete context information that Oracle Trace maintains for multi-threaded
products, the epc_delete_context routine must be called when a thread executes to
completion.

Return Values

See Also
epc_delete_context

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters passed.

epc_s_nothread No context parameter was passed.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_delete_context

Purpose
Deletes all associated context for the given context variable. This routine should be
used by applications that perform their own thread switching. Correct usage of this
routine requires that it be called for every thread termination.

Format
status=epc_delete_context(api_version,context)

C Binding
sb4 epc_delete_context(api_version,context)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 *context;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

context
An integer value that corresponds to the context parameter returned from the call to
the epc_context routine.

Description
The epc_delete_context routine deletes all context required for Oracle Trace to
collect resource utilization and/or cross-product items for a particular context
variable.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

context sb4 read/write reference
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Return Values

See Also
epc_context

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters passed.

epc_s_nothread No context parameter was passed.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_drop_fac (As Of Oracle Trace Collection Services Release 8.0)

Purpose
Notifies Oracle Trace that an instrumented product is no longer using Oracle Trace
at or near the image exit.

Format
status=epc_drop_fac(api_version,vendor,product,version,epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_drop_fac(api_version,vendor,product,version,epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_drop_fac routine informs Oracle Trace that the instance of the product as
represented by the epcfctx_ptr has ended. Oracle Trace removes references to this
instance of the product from its administration files and detaches from any
collections to which it may be currently writing. Event buffer caches are flushed and
the files closed.

The combined use of epc_init and epc_drop_fac allow for multiple instances of a
product to be run within the context of a single process and allow for collection
control to be performed on a per-instance level. Oracle Trace routines that require a
product context will state so in their interface. Some routines, such as cross-product
related routines, do not have such requirements.

Return Values

See Also
epc_init

epc_s_apiver Wrong API version passed.

epc_s_epcfctx Invalid ctx value passed.

epc_s_fac_del Error deleting process record from facility.dat administration file.

epc_s_fac_read Error reading Oracle Trace facility.dat administration file (product
registrations are kept track of here.)

epc_s_initreq Must have called epc_init first.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_end_event

Purpose
Posts an occurrence of the end of a duration event.

Format
status=epc_end_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,handle,
[context],[event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],
epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_end_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,handle,
[context],[event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],
epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
sb4 event_id;
sb4 handle;
sb4 context;
text *event_rec;
sb4 event_rec_size;
sb4 option;
sb4 *cf_items;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

event_id sb4 read value

handle sb4 write value
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

event_id
The event identifier (numeric) for the event. It ranges in value from 1 to 128.

handle
An address value that identifies the duration event used to match the start and end
records. It must be identical to the one passed on the epc_start_event routine.

context
The thread context parameter passed to the epc_start_event routine. Events cannot
start on one thread and end on another.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

event_rec
The address of a record buffer containing the product-specific item values for an
event.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

event_rec_size
The length in bytes of the contents of the event_rec parameter.

context sb4 read value

event_rec text read reference

event_rec_size sb4 read value

option sb4 read value

cf_items sb4 read reference

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read reference

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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This parameter is optional, unless event_rec is specified. Pass a 0 if event_rec_size is
not specified.

option
This parameter is not yet supported for Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

cf_items
The address of a cross-product items array that replaces the default cross-product
items array. Normally, if the product definition states that a cross-product item is to
be logged for a certain event, the value for that cross-product item is obtained from
the internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array. This default method requires no
product intervention and is well-suited to applications that do not have multiple
threads of execution.

For products that have multiple threads of execution, use this parameter to track
cross-product items on a per-thread basis. Call the epc_get_cf_items routine to get
the values of the cross-product items for the thread, and save them in a per-thread
storage area. On each subsequent Oracle Trace event call you can pass the address
of those stored cross-product items as the cf_items parameter. This tells Oracle Trace
that you wish to use the values stored at that address rather than the values stored
in the normal internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

product_instance_eventflags
This parameter is provided for the Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3 and
allows a product to keep track of collections for multiple instances within the same
process. This support is inherent in Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0 and
is supplied through the epcfctx_ptr parameter.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter should be the same as the one passed
on the epc_collect and epc_cancel calls for this instance of the product. Oracle Trace
will use the eventflag settings in this array to determine if the event should be
collected or not.

If your product does not have multiple instances per process or is using Oracle
Trace Collection Services release 8.0 or higher, this parameter should be passed as a
0.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.
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Description
The epc_end_event routine enables a given product to post the end of a duration
event.

Return Values

See Also
epc_event, epc_start_event

epc_s_badevnt Bad event ID parameter passed.

epc_s_badevntrec Bad event record parameter passed.

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badhandl Bad handle parameter passed.

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_evtnotcol Event is not being collected.

epc_s_excdmaxeve event_id exceeds maximum on epc_init.

epc_s_facnotcol Product not collecting.

epc_s_illbuflen Record buffer larger than maximum.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters specified.

epc_s_nodcfexists No data collection file exists.

epc_s_noevnt No event ID parameter specified.

epc_s_nofac No product parameter specified.

epc_s_nohandl No handle parameter specified.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace software is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.

epc_s_thread_not_cur Thread ID not current thread.

epc_s_writdcf Error writing to data collection file.
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epc_event

Purpose
Posts an occurrence of a point event.

Format
status=epc_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,[context],
 [event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,[context],
 [event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
sb4 event_id;
sb4 context;
text *event_rec;
sb4 event_rec_size;
sb4 option;
sb4 *cf_items;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

event_id sb4 read value

context sb4 read value

event_rec text modify reference

event_rec_size sb4 read value
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

event_id
The event identifier (numeric) for the event. An event_id can range in value from 1
to 128.

context
The thread context parameter passed to the epc_context routine.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

event_rec
The address of a record buffer containing the product-specific item values for an
event.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

event_rec_size
The length in bytes of the contents of the event_rec parameter.

This parameter is optional, unless event_rec is specified. Pass a 0 if event_rec_size is
not specified.

option
This parameter is not yet supported for Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

cf_items
The address of a cross-product items array that replaces the default cross-product
items array. Normally, if the product definition states that a cross-product item is to
be logged for a certain event, the value for that cross-product item is obtained from

option sb4 read value

cf_items sb4 read reference

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read reference

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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the internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array. This default method requires no
product intervention and is well-suited to applications that do not have multiple
threads of execution.

For products that have multiple threads of execution, use this parameter to track
cross-product items on a per-thread basis. Call the epc_get_cf_items routine to get
the values of the cross-product items for the thread, and save them in a per-thread
storage area. On each subsequent Oracle Trace event call you can pass the address
of those stored cross-product items as the cf_items parameter. This tells Oracle Trace
that you wish to use the values stored at that address rather than the values stored
in the normal internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

product_instance_eventflags
This parameter is provided for the Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3 and
allows a product to keep track of collections for multiple instances within the same
process. This support is inherent in Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0 and
is supplied through the epcfctx_ptr parameter.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter should be the same as the one passed
on the epc_collect and epc_cancel calls for this instance of the product. Oracle Trace
will use the eventflag settings in this array to determine if the event should be
collected or not.

If your product does not have multiple instances per process or is using Oracle
Trace Collection Services release 8.0 or higher, this parameter should be passed as a
0.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_event routine enables a given product to post the occurrence of a point
event.

Return Values

epc_s_badevnt Bad event ID parameter passed.

epc_s_badevntrec Bad event record parameter passed.

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.
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See Also
Not Applicable

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_evtnotcol Event is not being collected.

epc_s_excdmaxeve event_id exceeds maximum on epc_init.

epc_s_facnotcol Product not collecting.

epc_s_illbuflen Record buffer larger than maximum.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters specified.

epc_s_nodcfexists No data collection file exists.

epc_s_noevnt No event ID parameter specified.

epc_s_nofac No product parameter specified.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace software is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.

epc_s_thread_not_cur Thread ID not current thread.

epc_s_writdcf Error writing to data collection file.
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epc_flush

Purpose
Flushes the record cache of collections for which the process is currently collecting
data. This routine should be used only by applications that wish to maintain control
over their I/O.

Format
status=epc_flush(api_version)

C Binding
sb4 epc_flush(api_version,)

sb4 api_version;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_flush routine flushes the record cache of collections for which the process is
currently collecting data. If the record cache for a particular collection is empty, a
counter is incremented for that collection. If the counter reaches 20, the collection is
canceled for the process and all associated collection files are closed. Therefore,
caution should be used when making calls to the epc_flush routine.

Return Values

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

epc_s_colnofound Collection not found.

epc_s_datafilereq Datafile required.

epc_s_initreq epc_init call required.
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See Also
 Not Applicable

epc_s_noheap Not enough heap space.

epc_s_success This call was successful.

epc_s_writdcf Error writing to data collection file.
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epc_get_cf_items

Purpose
Returns all values for the cross-product items for this process or thread of execution
if a context parameter is specified.

Format
status=epc_get_cf_items(api_version,[cf_items],[context],[item_adr])

C Binding
sb4 epc_get_cf_items(api_version,[cf_items],[context],[item_adr])

sb4 api_version;
ub4 *cf_item_ptr;
sb4 context;
ub4 **item_adr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

cf_items
The address of an array of integers used to return cross-product item values. The
number of elements in this list, currently 14, is indicated by the constant EPC_K_
MAXCFITEM in the epc.h file.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified. If the value is 0 and item_
adr is specified, Oracle Trace fills in the item_adr.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

cf_item_ptr ub4 array modify reference

context sb4 read value

item_adr ub4 modify reference
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context
An integer value that corresponds to the thread context parameter returned from
the call to the epc_context routine. Oracle Trace returns the cross-product items
related to this context variable.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

item_adr
A pointer to the location of the start address for the 14-element cross-product array.
The location will be application-accessible memory created by Oracle Trace during
image activation. The location is accessible during the entire image execution,
avoiding any potential access violations. By using array offsets, the product can
subsequently assign values to items without having to call the epc_cf_value routine
(thereby avoiding call overhead).

This parameter is applicable to products that want to get the address of the array on
a one-time basis and then, at a later time, use direct references to offsets within the
array to get specific cross-product items.

If the context parameter is specified, the returned address is valid only until the
epc_delete_context routine is called. If the address is used after that, erroneous data
will be returned.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

Description
The epc_get_cf_items routine returns all values for the cross-product items for this
process or thread of execution if a context-variable parameter is specified.

This routine is used by client/server products that need to pass cross-product item
values from the client process of the product to the server process of the product.

The product’s client process must call the epc_get_cf_items routine to retrieve a list
of cross-product item values of the client process. It is the responsibility of the
product to transport the cross-product item values to the server process. If the
product client process is multi-threaded, it must also call the epc_context routine
prior to calling the epc_get_cf_items routine in order to create context for the thread
running in the client process.

The product server process must call the associated epc_set_cf_items routine to set
the values of the cross-product item values.
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Return Values

See Also
epc_set_cf_items, epc_context

epc_s_badcfitms Bad list of cross-product items passed.

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters passed.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_init

Purpose
Registers with Oracle Trace that a process is using an instrumented product.

Format
status=epc_init(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 [registration_id],[product_instance_eventflags],[returned_eventflags],
 max_event,[eventflag_option],[offset],[shmem_id],[filename],
 [callback_routine],epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_init(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 [registration_id],[product_instance_eventflags],[returned_eventflags],
 max_event,[eventflag_option],[offset],[shmem_id],[filename],
 [callback_routine],epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version
text *registration_id;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
sb4 **returned_eventflags;
sb4 max_event;
sb4 eventflag_option;
ub4 offset;
sb4 shmem_id;
text *filename;
void(*callback_routine)( );
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

registration_id
A null-terminated string that describes a specific function in a product. For data
collection to occur, the string must be identical to the registration ID specified when
the collection was scheduled.

product_instance_eventflags
Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3 did not inherently support multiple
instances of a product running within a single process. To keep track of events on a
per instance level, a product could keep a separate set of eventflags for each
instance and pass them to all the Oracle Trace calls to allow per-instance level
tracing.

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

registration_id text read reference

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read reference

returned_eventflags sb4 write reference

max_event sb4 read value

eventflag_option sb4 read value

offset ub4 read value

shmem_id sb4 read value

filename text read reference

callback_routine(  ) void read reference

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX write reference
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With the addition of the epcfctx_ptr parameter on the epc_init and other calls,
Oracle Trace now directly supports multiple instances within a single process. Each
instance of a product calls epc_init directly and Oracle Trace manages the eventflags
and collections, drastically reducing the complexity for products that fall into this
paradigm.

For products using the Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0 or higher, there
should be no reason to use the product_instance_eventflags; they are kept for
backwards compatibility only.

For products using Oracle Trace Collection Services prior to release 8.0 and with the
need for this functionality, please read on.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter is an eventflags array preallocated by
the product with a size of max_event +1.  By specifying these flags on the epc_init
call, the product instance gives up the ability to have collections scheduled for it by
the Oracle Trace Manager.  Oracle Trace uses its own eventflags structure to
communicate collection activation and deactivation.  This communication
mechanism is not available with product_instance_eventflags in use.

The instance of the product can control collections only through the use of the epc_
collect and epc_cancel routines.  Passing the product_instance_eventflags on the
epc_collect and epc_cancel routines ensures the proper events get turned on and off.

To ensure the proper events are logged, the product_instance_eventflags must also
be passed to all Oracle Trace event logging routines.

In Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0 and higher, the per-instance identifier
of a product is the epcfctx_ptr parameter returned on the epc_init call and passed
on to the other Oracle Trace routines.  No other coordination is required.

You must specify the product_instance_eventflags parameter if you use the EPC_K_
LOCAL value in the eventflag_option parameter.

returned_eventflags
Use this parameter if you wish to control collections using the Oracle Trace
Manager or the Oracle Trace command-line interface. The product calling the epc_
init routine passes an address to which the read-only address can be written.

You must specify this parameter if you use the EPC_K_ALLOC value in the
eventflag_option parameter because EPC_K_ALLOC has Oracle Trace allocate
space for the event flags within a shared memory region created by Oracle Trace.

max_event
The largest event number defined in the product.
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eventflag_option
Where and how event flag arrays are stored. The event flag options are as follows:

■ EPC_K_ALLOC — For products that do not contain their own shared memory
regions or that do not want to alter their current shared memory regions. Oracle
Trace connects to its own available shared region and returns the address of an
array within that region for use by the product. Oracle Trace recommends the
use of EPC_K_ALLOC.

■ EPC_K_LOCAL — For products that allocate local storage for an event flag
array. This option is offered for compatibility with previous Oracle Trace
versions; however, for most applications the recommended option is EPC_K_
ALLOC.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

offset
This parameter is not yet supported in Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

shmem_id
This parameter is not yet supported in Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

filename
This parameter is not yet supported in Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

callback_routine
Routine to call whenever the product takes part in a new collection. This is useful if
global flags are used or if anything needs to be reset each time a new collection is
activated.

epcfctx_ptr
This parameter is filled in by Oracle Trace upon successful completion of this
routine. This context uniquely describes to Oracle Trace that particular instance of
the product. This parameter is passed on future Oracle Trace calls to identify the
instance of the product for the proper tagging of events and the starting and
stopping of collections.

The caller should allocate a variable of type EPCFCTX and pass its address on all
Oracle Trace calls. This parameter must persist for the lifetime of the product
instance. Care must be taken to ensure it is available to all event logging points.

Description
The epc_init routine registers a product with Oracle Trace. If specified, the initial
values for either the product_instance_eventflags or the returned_eventflags are
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returned synchronously. This allows the product to determine which events are to
be collected immediately following the call to the epc_init routine. However, the
values of the event flags change to reflect the requested events in the event sets for
the product in any active eollections.

As collections become active, Oracle Trace notifies the product process of the
returned_eventflags for that specific collection. Because of the communication
involved and the asynchronous nature by which you can schedule data collections,
the values of the returned_eventflags can change asynchronously.

Product_instance_eventflags are set and cleared through calls to the epc_collect and
epc_cancel routines.

Return Values

epc_s_badevntflgs Bad eventflags passed.

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badfacver Bad product version passed.

epc_s_badoffset Bad offset value.

epc_s_badoption Bad option value.

epc_s_badregid Bad product registration ID passed.

epc_s_badvendor Bad vendor ID passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_fac_limit_excd Product limit exceeded.

epc_s_facverreq Product version required.

epc_s_filnamreq File name required.

epc_s_init2 epc_init called twice for product.

epc_s_maxevent max_event must be between 1 and 128.

epc_s_not_impl Not yet implemented.

epc_s_noheap Not enough heap space.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_preeflagsreq predefined_eventflags required.

epc_s_proallocerr alloc failed process file.

epc_s_ret_eflgsreq Eventflags required.
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See Also
Not Applicable

epc_s_shmemreq shmem ID or file name required.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_remove_reg_id

Purpose
Removes a registration ID from a product.

Format
status=epc_remove_reg_id(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 registration_id,[cf_item_number],epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_remove_reg_id(api_version,vendor,product,version,
 registration_id,[cf_item_number],epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
text *version;
text *registration_id;
ub4 cf_item_number;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

version text read reference

registration_id text read reference

cf_item_number ub4 read by value

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

registration_id
A null-terminated string that describes a specific function in a product. For data
collection to occur, the string must be identical to the registration ID specified when
the collection was scheduled.

cf_item_number
Ties the registration ID string to the value of a cross-product item at the time of the
call. This allows cross-product item values to be directly related to string values.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

Description
The epc_remove_reg_id routine removes a registration ID for a product. A product
can call this routine as often as necessary, depending upon the number of
registration identifiers it wishes to disassociate from a process.

Return Values

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badfacver Bad product version passed.

epc_s_badregid Bad product registration ID passed.

epc_s_badvendor Bad vendor ID passed.

epc_s_facverreq Product version required.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters specified.

epc_s_nodcfexists No data collection file exists.
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See Also
epc_add_reg_id

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace software is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_set_cf_items

Purpose
Sets values for all the cross-product items for this process or thread of execution if a
context parameter is specified.

Format
status=epc_set_cf_items(api_version,cf_items,[context])

C Binding
sb4 epc_set_cf_items(api_version,cf_items,[context])

sb4 api_version;
sb4 cf_items[];
sb4 context;

Parameters

api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

cf_items
The address of a list of integers used to return cross-product item values. The
number of elements in this list, currently 14, is indicated by the constant EPC_K_
MAXCFITEM in the epc.h file. The list of cross-product items values is returned
from the call to epc_get_cf_items by the client portion of the product.

context
An integer value that corresponds to the context parameter returned from the call to
the epc_context routine.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

cf_items sb4 array modify reference

context sb4 read value
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Description
The epc_set_cf_items routine sets all values for the cross-product items for this
process or thread of execution if a context-variable parameter is specified.

This routine is used by client/server products that need to pass cross-product item
values from the client process of the product to the server process of the product.

The product’s client process must call the epc_get_cf_items routine to retrieve a list
of cross-product item values of the client process. It is the responsibility of the
product to transport the cross-product item values to the server process. If the
product client process is multi-threaded, it must also call the epc_context routine
prior to calling the epc_get_cf_items routine in order to create context for the thread
running in the client process.

The product server process must call the epc_set_cf_items routine to set the values
of the cross-product items.

Return Values

See Also
epc_get_cf_items, epc_context

epc_s_badcfitms Bad list of cross-product items passed.

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters passed.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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epc_start_event

Purpose
Posts an occurrence of the start of a duration event.

Format
status=epc_start_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,handle,
[context],[event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],
epcfctx_ptr)

C Binding
sb4 epc_start_event(api_version,vendor,product,event_id,handle,
context],[event_rec],[event_rec_size],[option],[cf_items],[product_instance_eventflags],
epcfctx_ptr)

sb4 api_version;
sb4 vendor;
sb4 product;
sb4 event_id;
sb4 *handle;
sb4 context;
text *event_rec;
sb4 event_rec_size;
sb4 option;
sb4 *cf_items;
sb4 *product_instance_eventflags;
EPCFCTX *epcfctx_ptr;

Parameters

Parameter Datatype Access Passed by...

status sb4 write not applicable

api_version sb4 read value

vendor sb4 read value

product sb4 read value

event_id sb4 read value
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api_version
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

vendor
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

product
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.

event_id
The event identifier (numeric) for the event. The event_id can range in value from 1
to 128.

handle
The address of an integer to return a process unique event handle for a particular
event instance. The handle is passed in the corresponding call to the epc_end_event
routine for the event.

context
The thread context parameter passed to the epc_end_event routine. Events cannot
start in one thread and end in another.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

event_rec
The address of a record buffer containing the product-specific item values for an
event.

This parameter is optional. Pass a null value if it is not specified.

handle sb4 write value

context sb4 read value

event_rec text read reference

event_rec_size sb4 read value

option sb4 read value

cf_items sb4 read value

product_instance_eventflags sb4 read value

epcfctx_ptr EPCFCTX read reference
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event_rec_size
The length in bytes of the contents of the event_rec parameter.

This parameter is optional, unless event_rec is specified. Pass a 0 if event_rec_size is
not specified.

option
This parameter is not yet supported in Oracle Trace. Pass a 0.

cf_items
The address of a cross-product items array that replaces the default cross-product
items array. Normally, if the product definition states that a cross-product item is to
be logged for a certain event, the value for that cross-product item is obtained from
the internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array. This default method requires no
product intervention and is well-suited to applications that do not have multiple
threads of execution.

For products that have multiple threads of execution, use this parameter to track
cross-product items on a per-thread basis. Call the epc_get_cf_items routine to get
the values of the cross-product items for the thread, and save them in a per-thread
storage area. On each subsequent Oracle Trace event call you can pass the address
of those stored cross-product items as the cf_items parameter. This tells Oracle Trace
that you wish to use the values stored at that address rather than the values stored
in the normal internal Oracle Trace cross-product items array.

This parameter is optional. Pass a 0 if it is not specified.

product_instance_eventflags
This parameter is provided for the Oracle Trace Collection Services release 7.3 and
allows for a product to keep track of collections for multiple instances within the
same process. This support is inherent in Oracle Trace Collection Services release 8.0
and is supplied through the epcfctx_ptr parameter.

The product_instance_eventflags parameter should be the same as the one passed
on the epc_collect and epc_cancel calls for this instance of the product. Oracle Trace
will use the eventflag settings in this array to determine if the event should be
collected or not.

If your product does not have multiple instances per process or is using Oracle
Trace Collection Services release 8.0 or higher, this parameter should be passed as a
0.

epcfctx_ptr
For a description of this parameter, refer to "Parameter Descriptions" on page 7-6.
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Description
The epc_start_event routine enables a given product to post the start of a duration
event.

Return Values

See Also
epc_event, epc_end_event

epc_s_badevnt Bad event ID parameter passed.

epc_s_badevntrec Bad event record parameter passed.

epc_s_badfac Bad product ID displayed.

epc_s_badhandl Bad handle parameter passed.

epc_s_badthread Bad context parameter passed.

epc_s_disabled Collection is disabled.

epc_s_evtnotcol Event is not being collected.

epc_s_facnotcol Product not collecting.

epc_s_illbuflen Record buffer larger than maximum.

epc_s_insargs Insufficient parameters specified.

epc_s_nodcfexists No data collection file exists.

epc_s_noevnt No event ID parameter specified.

epc_s_nofac No product parameter specified.

epc_s_nohandl No handle parameter specified.

epc_s_notinstall Oracle Trace software is not installed.

epc_s_success The call was successful.
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Components of Oracle Trace

The Oracle Trace components include files, images, processes, and interfaces.  The
relationships between these components are shown in Figure A–1.

Files
Oracle Trace uses several files to manage data collections.  The formats of these files
are internal.  All access to these files is performed by Oracle Trace on behalf of the
user.

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/process.dat

Describes which processes are available to participate in collections (process.dat
has been renamed to facility.dat in Oracle8)

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/collect.dat

Describes active collections

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/regid.dat

Describes registration IDs associated with processes. See Chapter 4, "Advanced
Topics", for information on registration IDs.

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/fdf/<product >.fdf

Product definition file that describes the data that can be collected for an
application

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/cdf/<collection name>.cdf

Collection definition file that describes a collection

■ $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/admin/cdf/<collection name>.dat

Data collection file that contains event data
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Images
Oracle Trace installs the following images:

■ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/otrccol

Command-line interface for managing collections

■ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/otrccref

Creates Oracle Trace administrative files

– process.dat (facility.dat for Oracle8x)

– collect.dat

– regid.dat

■ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/otrcfmt

Formats collected data into an Oracle database

■ $ORACLE_HOME/bin/otrcrep

Produces text output reports of collected data

Processes
Oracle Trace does not have any dedicated processes.  Any process running an
application instrumented with the Oracle Trace API can participate in an Oracle
Trace collection.   The application uses the API to call the Oracle Trace Collection
Services that perform all access to the Oracle Trace files.

Interfaces
In addition to Oracle Trace Manager (GUI client), Oracle Trace provides two
interfaces on the server for managing the collection of data.

■ Oracle Trace Application Programming Interface (API)

Call interface that allows you to manage the collection through the epc_collect
and epc_cancel routines

■ otrccol

Command-line interface that allows you to start and stop collections
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Figure A–1 Oracle Trace Architecture
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Using Oracle Trace for Oracle Server Data

Collections

Server performance data can be collected using the Oracle Trace product for Oracle
Server release 7.3 or higher. The server performance data that can be collected by
Oracle Trace includes:

■ SQL statements and statistics on the frequency, duration, and resources used for
all parse, execution, and fetch events

■ Logical and physical database transactions, including the frequency, duration,
and resources used by each transaction event

■ A set of statistics associated with each of the duration events, including: UGA
and PGA memory, block changes, block gets, consistent gets, physical reads,
redo entries, redo size, sorts in memory and disk

■ Resource usage for each database event measured in CPU time, file I/Os and
page faults

This appendix contains information on Oracle Server events and data that can be
collected with Oracle Trace.

Oracle Server Events
The following sections describe events that have been instrumented in Oracle
Server. Most of the events are useful for performance analysis and tuning and
workload analysis by Oracle Expert. Additionally, the ErrorStack event is useful for
error logging purposes.

The Oracle Server Application Registration, Wait, Fetch, Execute, and Parse events
can be associated with the transaction and database connection from which they
occurred using cross-product items 3 and 4.
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There are two types of events: point events and duration events. Point events
represent an instantaneous occurrence of something in the instrumented product.
An example of a point event is an error occurrence. Duration events have a
beginning and ending. An example of a duration event is a transaction. Duration
events can have other events occur within them; for example, the occurrence of an
error within a transaction.

Table B–1 lists the Oracle Server events instrumented for Oracle Trace. For more
detailed descriptions, refer to the section for the event in which you are interested.

Note: Waits are numerous and consume a lot of space.

Table B–1 Oracle Server Events

Event Description Type of Event

Connection Records each connection to a database. Point

Disconnect Records each disconnection from a database. Point

ErrorStack Code stack for core dump. Point

Migration Session migration between shared server processes. Point

ApplReg Application context information. Point

RowSource Row information. For Oracle Server release 8.0.2 and
higher, this also includes information equivalent to
explain plan.

Point

SQLSegment Text of SQL statement. Point

Wait Records a generic Wait event. Context is provided in
the event strings.

Point

Parse Event containing SQL query information (actual text
of query).

Duration

Execute Event containing information for execution of SQL
query plan.

Duration

Fetch Event containing actual row retrieval information. Duration

LogicalTX Event marking the first time a database update is
performed that may change the database status.

Duration

PhysicalTX Event marking a definite change in database status. Duration
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Data Items Collected for Events
Specific kinds of information, known as items, are associated with each event. There
are three types of items:

■ Resource utilization items

■ Cross-product items

■ Product-specific items

Resource Utilization Items
Oracle Trace has a standard set of items, called resource utilization items, that it
collects by default for any instrumented application, including the Oracle Server. In
addition, all duration events in the Oracle Server include items for database
statistics specific to the Oracle Server.

The standard resource utilization items are described in Table B–2. Items specific to
Oracle Server are described in Table B–4.

An Oracle Trace collection can be formatted to Oracle tables for access, analysis, and
reporting. The last column contains the datatype for data items formatted to the
Oracle database.

Note: These items are platform dependent and may be 0 on some
platforms.

Table B–2 Standard Resource Utilization Items

Item Name Description Item ID
Datatype of
Formatted Data

UCPU Amount of CPU time in user
mode

129 NUMBER1

SCPU Amount of CPU time in
system mode

130 NUMBER1

INPUT_IO Number of times file system
performed input

131 NUMBER2

OUTPUT_IO Number of times file system
performed output

132 NUMBER2

PAGEFAULTS Number of hard and soft page
faults

133 NUMBER2
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Cross-Product Items
Oracle Trace provides a set of items called cross-product items. These data items
allow programmers to relate events for different products. For example, a
transaction may generate events in two products: an application and the database.
The cross-product data items allow these disparate events to be joined for analysis
of the entire transaction.

Cross-product items are reserved for specific products or product types as described
in Table B–3. Cross-product item 1 (referred to as CROSS_FAC_1) will only contain
data if data is supplied from an instrumented application.

Cross-product 2 (CROSS_FAC_2) is reserved for use by a future release of Oracle
Forms. Instrumented applications and Oracle Forms will pass identification data to
the Oracle Server collection through these cross-product items.

Cross-product item 3 (CROSS_FAC_3) is reserved for use by Net8. Net8 supplies the
connection ID to Oracle Trace through CROSS_FAC_3. CROSS_FAC_3 is the key
element in coordinating client/server Oracle Trace collections. Oracle Trace uses the
Net8 global connection ID as the common element that gets matched up in the
merging of the client and server collection files. The global connection ID is the
same for the client and the server connection. It is used as the Oracle Trace
registration ID that gets logged with the CROSS_FAC_3 event collection.

Each Oracle Server event will record cross-product items 1-6. You can modify event
sets to remove some or all of the CROSS_FAC_x items on the individual server
events. If you are not using the items for analysis, you need not specify them.

PAGEFAULT_IO Number of hard page faults 134 NUMBER2

MAXRS_SIZE Maximum resident set size
used (memory)

135 NUMBER2

1 As of Oracle Server release 8.1.4, this counter value is expressed in hundredths of a second (0.01).
2 This counter is undefined for the NT platform.

Note: In this version of Oracle Trace, the term ‘facility’ has been
changed to ‘product’. Therefore, the items named CROSS_FAC_x
are cross-product items.

Table B–2 Standard Resource Utilization Items (Cont.)

Item Name Description Item ID
Datatype of
Formatted Data
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Items Specific to Oracle Server Events
The Oracle Server product definition file defines several items specific to the Oracle
Server. The following table describes the items specific to the Oracle Server. The
Edit Product function of the Oracle Trace Manager displays items in the order of
their item number. Use the item’s number to locate it within the list. The formatted
datatype describes how the Oracle Trace formatter defines the item when it formats
data into an Oracle database. Table B–4 describes resource utilization items specific
to the Oracle Server.

Table B–3 Cross-Product Items

Item Name Layer Description Item ID

Datatype of
Formatted
Data

CROSS_FAC_1 Application Application ID. For use
by high-level applications
such as Oracle Financials,
third-party or customer
applications

136 NUMBER

CROSS_FAC_2 Oracle Forms Oracle Forms ID 137 NUMBER

CROSS_FAC_3 Net8 Remote node connection
ID

138 NUMBER

CROSS_FAC_4 Oracle Server Transaction ID 139 NUMBER

CROSS_FAC_5 Oracle Server Hash_ID of SQL
statement

140 NUMBER

CROSS_FAC_6 Oracle Server
release 8.0.5
and higher

User ID 141 NUMBER

Table B–4 Oracle Server Items

Item Name Description
Item
Number

Formatted
Datatype

App_Action Action name set by using the
dbms_application_info.set_
module procedure

23 VARCHAR2(255)

App_Module Module name set using the
dbms_application_info.set_
module procedure

22 VARCHAR2(255)
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Commit_Abort Indicates if a transaction
committed or aborted

24 NUMBER

Consistent_Gets Number of blocks retrieved in
consistent mode (did not
change the data and therefore
did not create any locks or
conflicts with other users)

104 NUMBER

CPU_Session CPU session 112 NUMBER

Current_UID Current user ID 36 NUMBER

Cursor_Number Number of cursor associated
with SQL statement

25 NUMBER

DB_Block_Change Number of blocks changed 102 NUMBER

DB_Block_Gets Number of blocks retrieved in
current mode. For large
queries, this item tells how
many sections of the database
(logical pages) were fetched to
retrieve all needed records.

103 NUMBER

Deferred_Logging Value used by Oracle Trace
internally

14 NUMBER

Depth Recursive level at which SQL
statement is processed

32 NUMBER

Description Depends upon event in which
it occurs

43 VARCHAR2(255)

Elapsed_Session Elapsed time for the session 113 NUMBER

End_of_Fetch Flag set if data retrieved is last
data from query

38 NUMBER

Lib_Cache_Addr Address of SQL statement in
library cache

27 VARCHAR2(16)

Login_UID Internal ID within the Oracle
database that identifies the
user ID for the session

15 NUMBER

Table B–4 Oracle Server Items (Cont.)

Item Name Description
Item
Number

Formatted
Datatype
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Login_UName Internal ID within the Oracle
database that identifies the
system account name for the
session

16 VARCHAR2(255)

Missed Flag set if SQL statement was
missing in library cache

33 NUMBER

Object_ID1 Object ID of the row source 46 NUMBER

Operation1 Text of the operation 47 VARCHAR2(255)

Operation_ID1 Position of the operation
within the execution plan for a
statement

28 NUMBER

Optimizer_Mode Oracle optimizer mode 35 VARCHAR2(32)

Oracle_Cmd_Type Oracle command number 34 NUMBER

Oracle PID Oracle process ID 11 NUMBER

OS_Image Operating system image
(program name)

42 LONG

OS_Mach Operating system host machine 20 VARCHAR2(255)

OS_Term Operating system terminal 19 VARCHAR2(255)

OS_UName Operating system username 18 VARCHAR2(255)

P1 The definition of P1 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

1 NUMBER

P2 The definition of P2 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

2 NUMBER

P3 The definition of P3 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

3 NUMBER

P4 The definition of P4 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

4 NUMBER

Table B–4 Oracle Server Items (Cont.)

Item Name Description
Item
Number

Formatted
Datatype
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P5 The definition of P5 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

5 NUMBER

P6 The definition of P6 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

6 NUMBER

P7 The definition of P7 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

7 NUMBER

P8 The definition of P8 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

8 NUMBER

P9 The definition of P9 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

9 NUMBER

P10 The definition of P10 depends
upon the event in which it
occurs.

10 NUMBER

Parent_Op_ID1 Parent operation 44 NUMBER

PGA_Memory Process Global Area memory 101 NUMBER

Physical Reads Number of blocks read from
disk

105 NUMBER

Position1 Position within events having
same parent operation

45 NUMBER

Position_ID2 Position of the operation
within the execution plan for a
statement

28 NUMBER

Redo_Entries Number of redo entries made
by process

106 NUMBER

Redo_Size Size of redo entries 107 NUMBER

Row_Count Number of rows processed 29 NUMBER

Schema_UID Schema user ID 37 NUMBER

Session_Index Oracle session ID 12 NUMBER

Table B–4 Oracle Server Items (Cont.)

Item Name Description
Item
Number

Formatted
Datatype
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Session_Serial Session serial number 13 NUMBER

SID Text version of session ID 17 VARCHAR2(255)

Sort_Disk Number of disk sorts
performed

110 NUMBER

Sort_Memory Number of memory sorts
performed

109 NUMBER

Sort_Rows Total number of rows sorted 111 NUMBER

SQL_Text Text of SQL statement 31 LONG

SQL_Text_Hash Pointer to SQL statement 26 NUMBER

SQL_Text_Segment Address of SQL text 30 NUMBER

T_Scan_Rows_Got Rows processed during full
table scans

108 NUMBER

TX_ID Unique identifier for a
transaction that consists of
rollback segment number, slot
number, and wrap number

41 VARCHAR2(18)

TX_SO_Addr The address of the transaction
state object

40 VARCHAR2(16)

TX_Type Type of the transaction. Value
is a bitmap (for example, 2
active transaction, 0X10 space
transaction, 0X20 recursive
transaction).

39 NUMBER

UGA_Memory User Global Area session
memory

100 NUMBER

Wait_Time Elapsed time, in hundredths of
seconds, for the wait event

21 NUMBER

1 Item specific to Oracle Server release 8.0.2 and higher
2 Replaced by Operation_ID for Oracle Server release 8.0.2 and higher

Table B–4 Oracle Server Items (Cont.)

Item Name Description
Item
Number

Formatted
Datatype
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Items Associated with Each Event
The following sections describe each event in more detail and provide tables that
list the items associated with each event. For item descriptions, refer back to
Table B–4.

When you format data, Oracle Trace creates a table for each event collected. The
name of the event data table is V_vendor#_F_product#_E_event#_version. Any
periods in the product version are replaced with underscores. You can use the
otrcsyn.sql script to create synonyms for these tables.

The Oracle Trace formatter creates a column for each event item. For point events,
the column name is the same as the item name. For duration events, the items for
the start event have _START appended to the item name and the items for the end
event have _END appended to the item name.

The formatter automatically includes additional columns for collection number,
process identifier, and timestamp information as described in Table B–5.

Note: Prior to Oracle Server release 8.0.5, cross-product items 1-5
were set by the server code. Starting with Oracle Server release
8.0.5, cross-product item 6 was added.

Table B–5 Additional Columns Included by Oracle Trace Formatter

Column Name Description Datatype

collection_ID collection number,
automatically assigned by the
formatter

NUMBER(4)

epid process ID number NUMBER(8)

timestamp logged time for point events DATE

timestamp_nano fraction of seconds of logged
time for point events

NUMBER

timestamp_start duration event start time DATE

timestamp_nano_start fraction of seconds of duration
event start time

NUMBER

timestamp_end duration event end time DATE

timestamp_nano_end fraction of seconds of duration
event end time

NUMBER
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Event Statistics Block
Items relating to database performance appear in several events. For convenience,
these items are referenced as the Event Statistics Block. The items in the Event
Statistics block are shown in Table B–6.

Connection Event
The Connection event (event=1) records every time a connection is made to a
database. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_1_7_3 (for Oracle
Server release 7.3). Table B–7 shows the items associated with the Connection event.

The Oracle Server uses the combination of Session_Index and Session_Serial to
uniquely identify a connection. Net8 uses the connection ID, stored in CROSS_
FAC_3, to uniquely identify a connection.

elapsed_time seconds and/or fractions of
seconds of event duration

NUMBER

Table B–6 Event Statistics Block

UGA_Memory PGA_Memory DB_Block_Change

DB_Block_Gets Consistent_Gets Physical_Reads

Redo_Entries Redo_Size T_Scan_Rows_Got

Sort_Memory Sort_Disk Sort_Rows

CPU_Session Elapsed_Session

Table B–7 Items Associated with the Connection Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Oracle_PID

Login_UID Login_UName SID

OS_UName OS_Term OS_Mach

OS_Image Cross-Product Items 1-6

Table B–5 Additional Columns Included by Oracle Trace Formatter (Cont.)

Column Name Description Datatype
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Disconnect Event
The Disconnect event records every time a database disconnection is made. The
name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_2_7_3. Table B–8 shows the
items associated with the Disconnect event.

A Disconnect event will correspond to at most one Connection event. Therefore, the
same fields uniquely identify a disconnect: either the combination of Session_Index
and Session_Serial, or CROSS_FAC_3.

ErrorStack Event
The ErrorStack event identifies the process that has the error. The name of the
formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_3_7_3. Table B–9 shows the items associated
with the ErrorStack event.

The ErrorStack event does not have an explicit identifier. The combination of
Session_Index, Session_Serial, Timestamp, and Timestamp_Nano should uniquely
identify a specific ErrorStack event.

Migration Event
The Migration event is logged each time a session migrates to a shared server
process. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_4_7_3. This event is
disabled for Oracle Server release 7.3.2 and higher. Table B–10 shows the items
associated with the Migration event.

Table B–8 Items Associated with the Disconnect Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Oracle_PID Cross-Product Items 1-6

Table B–9 Items Associated with the ErrorStack Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Oracle_PID

P1 P2 P3

P4 P5 P6

P7 P8 Cross-Product Items 1-6
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The Migration event does not have an explicit identifier. The combination of
Session_Index, Session_Serial, Timestamp, and Timestamp_Nano should uniquely
identify a specific Migration event.

ApplReg Event
The ApplReg event registers with Oracle Trace where the application is at a certain
time. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_5_7_3. Table B–11
shows the items associated with the ApplReg event.

The ApplReg event does not have an explicit identifier. The combination of Session_
Index, Session_Serial, Timestamp, and Timestamp_Nano should uniquely identify a
specific ApplReg event.

RowSource Event
The RowSource event logs the number of rows processed by a single row source
within an execution plan. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_
6_7_3. Table B–12 shows the items associated with the RowSource event.

The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, Cursor_Number, and Position_
ID uniquely identifies a RowSource event.

Table B–10 Items Associated with the Migration Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Oracle_PID

Cross-Product Items 1-6

Table B–11 Items Associated with the ApplReg Event

Session_Index Session_Serial App_Module

App_Action Cross-Product Items 1-6

Table B–12 Items Associated with the RowSource Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Cursor_Number

Position_ID Row_Count Cross-Product Items 1-5
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RowSource Event (Specific to Oracle Server Release 8.0.2 and Higher)
The RowSource event logs the number of rows processed by a single row source
within an execution plan. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_
6_7_3. Table B–13 shows the items associated with the RowSource event specific to
Oracle Server Release 8.0.2 and higher.

The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, Cursor_Number, and Operation_
ID uniquely identifies a RowSource event.

SQLSegment Event
The SQLSegment event is a description of a SQL statement. The name of the
formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_7_7_3. Table B–14 shows the items
associated with the SQLSegment event.

A SQL segment does not have an explicit identifier. The SQL_Text_Hash field will
always be the same for each occurrence of a SQL statement, but multiple statements
can have the same hash value. If a statement is forced out of the library cache and
then swapped back in, the same statement can have multiple values for Lib_Cache_
Addr. The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, SQL_Text_Hash, and Lib_
Cache_Addr should usually identify a particular SQL statement for a session. If you

Table B–13 Items Associated with the RowSource Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Cursor_Number

Operation_ID Row_Count Parent_Op_ID

Position Object_ID Operation

Cross-Product Items 1-6

Note: The text in the Operation item is the text that is equivalent
to the information returned by the explain plan.

Table B–14 Items Associated with the SQLSegment Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Cursor_Number

SQL_Text_Hash Lib_Cache_Addr SQL_Text_Segment

SQL_Text Cross-Product Items 1-6
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add Cursor_Number, you will identify a particular occurrence of a SQL statement
within the session.

Wait Event
The Wait event shows the total waiting time in hundredths of seconds for all
responses. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_13_7_3.
Table B–15 shows the items associated with the Wait event.

The Wait event does not have an explicit identifier. The combination of Session_
Index, Session_Serial, Description, Timestamp, and Timestamp_Nano should
uniquely identify a specific Wait event.

Parse Event
The Parse event records the start and end of the parsing phase during the
processing of a SQL statement. The parsing phase occurs when the SQL text is read
in and broken down (parsed) into its various components. Tables and fields are
identified, as well as which fields are sort criteria and which information needs to
be returned. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_8_7_3.
Table B–16 shows the items associated with the Parse event.

Table B–15 Items Associated with the Wait Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Wait_Time

P1 P2 P3

Description Cross-Product Items 1-6

Table B–16 Items Associated with the Parse Event

Items for Start of Parse Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Cursor_Number Resource Items Cross-Product Items 1-6

Items for End of Parse Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Cursor_Number Depth Missed

Oracle_Cmd_Type Optimizer_Mode Current_UID

Schema_UID SQL_Text_Hash Lib_Cache_Addr
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The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, Cursor_Number, and SQL_Text_
Hash uniquely identifies a specific Parse event.

Execute Event
The Execute event is where the query plan is executed. That is, the parsed input is
analyzed to determine exact access methods for retrieving the data, and the data is
prepared for fetch if necessary. The name of the formatted table is V_192216243_F_
5_E_9_7_3. Table B–17 shows the items associated with the Execute event.

The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, Cursor_Number, and SQL_Text_
Hash uniquely identifies a specific Execute event.

Fetch Event
The Fetch event is the actual return of the data. Multiple fetches can be performed
from the same statement to retrieve all the data. The name of the formatted table is
V_192216243_F_5_E_10_7_3. Table B–18 shows the items associated with the Fetch
event.

Resource Items

Table B–17 Items Associated with the Execute Event

Items for Start of Execute Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Cursor_Number Resource Items Cross-Product Items 1-6

Items for End of Execute Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Cursor_Number Depth Missed

Row_Count SQL_Text_Hash Lib_Cache_Addr

Resource Items

Table B–18 Items Associated with the Fetch Event

Items for Start of Fetch Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Table B–16 Items Associated with the Parse Event (Cont.)
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The combination of Session_Index, Session_Serial, Cursor_Number, SQL_Text_
Hash, Timestamp, and Timestamp_Nano uniquely identifies a specific Fetch event.

LogicalTX Event
The LogicalTX event logs the start and end of a logical transaction (that is, a
statement issued that may cause a change to the database status). The name of the
formatted table is V_192216243_F_5_E_11_7_3. Table B–19 shows the items
associated with the LogicalTX event.

The transaction identifier stored in CROSS_FAC_4 should uniquely identify a
specific transaction.

PhysicalTX Event
The PhysicalTX event logs the start and end of a physical transaction (that is,
statements issues that caused a change in database status). Table B–20 shows the
items associated with the PhysicalTX event.

Cursor_Number Resource Items Cross-Product Items 1-6

Items for End of Fetch Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

Cursor_Number Depth Row_Count

End_of_Fetch SQL_Text_Hash Lib_Cache_Addr

Resource Items

Table B–19 Items Associated with the LogicalTX Event

Items for Start of LogicalTX Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

TX_Type TX_SO_Addr Resource Items

Cross-Product Items 1-6

Items for End of LogicalTX Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

TX_Type TX_SO_Addr Resource Items

Table B–18 Items Associated with the Fetch Event (Cont.)
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The transaction identifier stored in CROSS_FAC_4 should uniquely identify a
specific transaction.

Table B–20 Items Associated with the PhysicalTX Event

Items for Start of PhysicalTX Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

TX_Type TX_ID Resource Items

Cross-Product Items 1-6

Items for End of PhysicalTX Event

Session_Index Session_Serial Event Statistics Block

TX_Type TX_ID Commit_Abort

Resource Items
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Oracle Trace Format Database

This appendix describes the format database that Oracle Trace creates. To generate
reports of the information in the database, you can use Oracle Developer, Oracle
Rally, or any other tool capable of accessing Oracle databases.

Oracle Server
The following sections describe the datatypes that the Oracle Server uses to
represent the datatypes supported by Oracle Trace. Also described are the tables in
the database. The tables hold two types of data:

■ Control information: collection and product information

■ Collected event data

These tables are created using the vobsh command.

Oracle Trace Supported Datatypes
Table C–1 shows the Oracle representations of datatypes supported by Oracle Trace.

Table C–1 Oracle Representations of Datatypes Supported by Oracle Trace

Datatype Supported by
Oracle Trace Oracle Datatype

UNSIGNED BYTE NUMBER

UNSIGNED 2 BYTES NUMBER

UNSIGNED 4 BYTES NUMBER

UNSIGNED 8 BYTES RAW(8)

ASCIC VARCHAR2
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Tables for Control Information
The tables described in this section show hold control information. Table C–2 maps
the table names with their respective table number.

For each table, the datatype and size (if appropriate) of each column is provided, as
well as a brief description of the column. Primary keys are in italics.

Table C–3 shows the Collection table (epc_collection).

FIXED_ASCIC VARCHAR2

ASCIW VARCHAR2 if less than 2000 characters. Otherwise, the datatype
is LONG. There can only be one item per table with a datatype
of LONG.

ASCIL VARCHAR2 if less than 2000 characters. Otherwise, the datatype
is LONG. There can only be one item per table with a datatype
of LONG.

Note: In previous versions of Oracle Trace, ‘product’ was called
‘facility.’

Table C–2 List of Tables Holding Control Information

Table Name Described in...

epc_collection Table C–3

epc_process Table C–4

epc_facility Table C–5

epc_event Table C–6

epc_item Table C–7

epc_event_item Table C–8

epc_facility_registration Table C–9

Table C–1 Oracle Representations of Datatypes Supported by Oracle Trace (Cont.)

Datatype Supported by
Oracle Trace Oracle Datatype
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Table C–4 shows the Process table (epc_process).

Table C–5 shows the Product table (epc_facility).

Table C–3 Collection Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

collection_id NUMBER (4) The collection ID number, incremented by 1 each
time the collection is formatted

collection_name VARCHAR2 (255) Collection name

start_time DATE Collection start time

end_time DATE Collection end time

scheduled_by VARCHAR2 (8) Name of the user who scheduled the collection

Table C–4 Process Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

collection_id NUMBER (4) The collection ID number, incremented by 1 each
time the collection is formatted

epid NUMBER (9) Process ID for the collection

username VARCHAR2 (8) Username attached to the process

cpu_type VARCHAR2 (32) CPU type on which the process is running

os_ver VARCHAR2 (32) Operating system version

nodename VARCHAR2 (64) Node on which the process is running

time DATE The time at which the process became active

time_nano NUMBER Fraction of seconds of the time at which the
process became active

end_time DATE The time at which the process ended

Table C–5 Product Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

facility_number NUMBER (4) The product number

facility_name VARCHAR2 (20) The product name

facility_version VARCHAR2 (11) The product version
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Table C–6 shows the Event table (epc_event).

Table C–7 shows the Item table (epc_item).

class_name VARCHAR2 (20) The class name

vendor NUMBER The vendor ID

Table C–6 Event Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

facility_number NUMBER (4) The product number

facility_version VARCHAR2 (11) The product version

event_number NUMBER (4) The event number

event_name VARCHAR2 (16) The event name

event_header VARCHAR2 (16) The name of the event as printed in the
report header

event_table_name VARCHAR2 (30) The name of the event table. See "Tables
for Collected Event Data" on page C-6
for a description of how the name is
derived.

vendor NUMBER The vendor ID

Table C–7 Item Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

facility_number NUMBER (4) The product number

facility_version VARCHAR2 (11) The product version

item_number NUMBER (4) The item number

item_name VARCHAR2 (16) The item name

item_header VARCHAR2 (16) The name of the item as printed in the report
header

item_width NUMBER The width of the report column

item_size NUMBER The maximum size of the item, in bytes

Table C–5 Product Table (Cont.)

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description
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Table C–8 shows the Event_Item table (epc_event_item).

Table C–9 shows the Product Registration table (epc_facility_registration).

item_char NUMBER Bit values. A value of 0 means that none of the
bits are set (items are printed and CRLFs are
interpreted).

A value of 1 means that items are not printed.

A value of 2 means that CRLFs are not
interpreted.

A value of 3 means that items are not printed
and CRLFs are not interpreted.

vendor NUMBER The vendor ID

Table C–8 Event_Item Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

facility_number NUMBER (4) The product number

facility_version VARCHAR2 (11) The product version

event_number NUMBER (4) The event number

event_type NUMBER (2) The event type

item_number NUMBER (4) The item number

item_position NUMBER Position of the item in the user’s data buffer

vendor NUMBER The vendor ID

Table C–9 Product_Registration Table

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description

collection_id NUMBER (4) The collection ID number, incremented by 1
each time the collection is formatted

epid NUMBER (8) The process ID

timestamp DATE The time at which a record is written to the
collection file

timestamp_nano NUMBER Fraction of seconds of timestamp

Table C–7 Item Table (Cont.)

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description
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Tables for Collected Event Data
A table for event data is created only if data has been collected for the event. The
name for an event data table is derived using the following formula: v_vendor#_f_
product#_e_event#_facver. Any periods in the product version are replaced with
underscores.

For a point event data table, the item name is used as the column name in the table.

For a duration event data table, the suffixes _START and _END are added to the
item names for items that are collected at event start time and event end time,
respectively.

For example, an item named cpu_time has a column name of cpu_time in a point
event data table. A similar item has a column name of cpu_time_start for data
collected at event start time. A similar item has a column name of cpu_time_end for
data collected at event end time.

In addition to product-defined events and process items, all event tables also
include the columns described in Table C–10.

reg_id_string VARCHAR2 (256) The registration string

facility_version VARCHAR2 (11) The product version

facility_number NUMBER The product version

vendor NUMBER The vendor ID

Table C–10 Event Table Columns

Column Name
Datatype
(Size) Description

collection_id NUMBER (4) The collection number, automatically assigned by
the formatter

timestamp DATE Point event logged time, for point events only

timestamp_nano NUMBER Fraction of seconds of point events

timestamp_start DATE Duration event start time, for duration events only

timestamp_start_nano NUMBER Fraction of seconds of duration event start time

timestamp_end DATE Duration event end time, for duration events only

Table C–9 Product_Registration Table (Cont.)

Column Name Datatype (Size) Description
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timestamp_end_nano NUMBER Fraction of seconds of duration event end time

epid NUMBER (8) The process ID number

elapsed_time NUMBER Seconds and/or fractions of seconds of event
duration

Table C–10 Event Table Columns (Cont.)

Column Name
Datatype
(Size) Description
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Sample Instrumented Application

This appendix provides access to a sample instrumented application.

The application simulates an automated teller machine (ATM). It is instrumented to
gather information about the user interface and response time and patterns of ATM
use among users. The purpose of instrumenting was to answer such questions as:

■ How long does it take to complete a transaction?

■ Do customers check their balance before or after every transaction?

■ Could overdrafts be reduced or eliminated by displaying the balance on the
withdrawal display?

■ Are ATMs used primarily for deposits or withdrawals?

You can refer to this sample for examples of instrumenting details.

Events in the Sample Application
Table D–1 describes the events that are instrumented in the ATM sample
application.
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Running the ATM Sample Application
Running the ATM Sample Application
To install and run the ATM sample application provided by Oracle Trace, take the
following steps:

1. Define ORACLE_HOME to point to the Oracle home directory (which contains
the Oracle Server). For example,

   setenv ORACLE_HOME /oracle/product

2. Define ORACLE_SID to the SID of the database you will use to store the ATM
tables and data. For example,

   setenv ORACLE_SID trace

Table D–1 Events in the ATM Sample Application

Event Description Items for Event
Type of
Event

BALANCES Performs an account balance
inquiry

resource_items,
cross_fac_1

Duration

DEPOSIT Records deposit and updates
balance

resource_items,
cross_fac_1, amount

Duration

WITHDRAWAL Verifies amount is available,
records withdrawal, and updates
balances

resource_items,
cross_fac_1, amount

Duration

TRANSFER Moves amount from one account
to another

resource_items,
cross_fac_1, amount,
dest_acct

Duration

QUICKWTHDRW Verifies there is enough in the
account, withdraws $50, and
updates the balances

resource_items,
cross_fac_1, amount

Duration

OVERDRAFT Records error message if there is
not enough in the account to cover
the withdrawal

cross_fac_1, acct_
num

Point

SESSION Records duration of ATM session resource_items Duration

VALIDOK User entered valid account
number

acct_num Point

VALIDERR User entered invalid account
number

acct_num Point
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3. Locate or create sufficient tablespace for the ATM data you plan to load:

4. Log in as System and create ATM user:

    % sqlplus system\manager
      SQL> create user atm identified by sampleatm
        2> default tablespace is <atm_space> quota
        3> unlimited on  <atm_space>;
      SQL> grant create session, create table to atm;

5. Disconnect, connect as atm, and execute SQL scripts:

   SQL> disconnect
   SQL> connect atm\sampleatm
   SQL> @atmtab
   SQL> @atmdat
   SQL> @atmind

The atmtab.sql script creates tables. The atmdat.sql script loads data for 10,000
accounts. Use either atmdat100.sql or atmdat2500.sql to load fewer accounts.
The atmind.sql script creates indexes.

6. Compile the sample application using the appropriate commands for your
operating system’s C compiler. As of Oracle Server release 8.1, the sample
application must be linked against libtrace8.a and libtracept8.a in $ORACLE_
HOME/lib on UNIX; for NT use oratrace8.lib.

The atmoci.c version of the sample application uses the Oracle Call Interface.
Refer to the OCI documentation set for information on the Oracle Call Interface.

The atmpc.pc version of the sample application uses the Pro*C interface. It
should be processed by the Pro*C compiler before compiling. Refer to the Pro*C
documentation for further information.

7. To start collections for the ATM example from the Oracle Trace console, you
must first copy the ATM product definition file, atm.fdf, from the server
machine to the correct directory as follows:

Number of
Records

Number of Data Blocks
(2048 Bytes Each)

   100  10

 2,500  100

10,000  400
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Running the ATM Sample Application
   % cp $ORACLE_HOME/otrace/demo/atm.fdf $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/demo

8. Run the sample application. The ATM program looks for the product definition
file in the current directory. If the product definition file is not found, you get an
error. Copy the atm.fdf file to the current directory.

9. Optional step: To pass input through a data file rather than entering it
interactively, enter:

   % atmoci atm.inp
   input file is atm.inp

You will not see any output to the terminal when you pass in a data file.

To review the code for the ATM sample application, see the files in the $ORACLE_
HOME/otrace/demo directory. You can refer to these files for examples of how to
include calls to Oracle Trace routines within your own application.

Note: For Windows NT systems, refer to the files in the
$ORACLE_HOME\otracexx\admin\sample directory.
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